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1. INTRODUCTION 
Right peak rings and their socle projective modules were introduced and 
studied by the second author [49, 50, 471 in a connection with a study of 
subspace categories of vector space categories [37-39, 531. We recall from 
[SO] that a semiperfect ring R is a right peak ring if R is a generalized 
matrix ring of the form 
(1.1) R= 
FI 1Mz ... ,M, ,M,’ 
ZMI F, ... zMn zM* 
. . : . 
.M, .Mz ... F,, d-f* 
0 0 ... 0 F 
Pl 
0 
p2 
0 
= . 
0 
p, 
0 
p* 
such that soc(R,) is an essential right ideal in R and it is isomorphic to 
a direct sum of finitely many copies of P, (called a right peak of R). 
Here F, , . . . . F, are local rings, F= F, is a division ring, iMj is 
an ( Fi - Fj)-bimodule, and the multiplication in R is given by 
(Fi - F,)-bimodule maps cii,: iMj@iM, + jM, satisfying the natural 
associativity conditions. We denote by P,, . . . . P,, P, the right indecom- 
posable row ideals of R. 
* Part of this work was done when the second author was visiting UniversitLt- 
Gesamthochschule-Paderborn. 
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We call R schuriun if F,, . . . . F, are division rings. 
mod,,(R) the category of finitely generated socle 
R-modules. R is called sp-representatian-finite if the rmmber of 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in mod,,(R) is finite. 
A characterization of schurian artinian sp-representation-smite right 
I-rings is given in [50, Theorem 4.41, where an algorithm for clas- 
indecomposable socle projective modules is also presented. In the 
K-algebra case a quadratic form characterization is given in [SO, Theorem 
3.111. Since the above characterizations are rather difficult to ap 
practice it was natural to look for a simple diagrammatic one as well 
an explicit description of indecomposable socle projective modules over 
schurian sp-representation-finite right peak rings. This is just one of the 
main aims of this paper. 
We study R in terms of the value scheme (
set of points 1: = (1, 2, . . . . n, n + 1 = * ) connected by das 
i (d”d,) , j, 
i #j, 
where 
d, = dim( iMj)F,, dl,=dim,(,M,) 
are nonzero. Here we put F, = F. We put d, = djl = -4 for j E 
I,=I*, - (*I. We shall write 
i ------f j instead of i-c% j. 
Following [18] by the (weighted) width w(R)= w(az, 
mean 
(1.2) 
where J runs through all subsets of mutually i~com~arabie lements in 
recall from [22, 231 that given a partially ordered set (I, -c) 
(abbreviated poset) an I-space over a division ring F is a system (V, ViBit 14 
where V is a finite dimensional right F-vector space and V, c V, i E I, are 
F-subspaces such that Vi E Vj for i4 j. f: (V, V,) --) (V’, v:) of 
I-spaces is an F-linear map f: V + V’ SW )sV: for REIN T 
additive category of I-spaces over F is denoted 
If we suppose that I= { 1, 2, . . . . n} and that i < j implies i < j (in the 
natural order) then there is an equivalence of categories 
I-sp E mod,,(FI* ): 
where I* = Iu (*} is an enlargement of the poset 1 by a unique maximal 
element * and 
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is the right peak incidence ring of I with iFj= F for i< j and iFj= 0 
otherwise (see [SO, 471). Moreover (I$, d) is the poset (I*, i). 
One of the main results of this paper is the following generalization of 
the Nazarova-Roiter-Kleiner-Drozd characterization [21, 291 of posets of 
finite type and of the Dlab-Ringel characterization [181 of K-structures of 
finite type. 
THEOREM A. Let R be a basic artinian schurian right peak PI-ring. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) R is sp-representation-finite. 
(b) w(R) < 3 and the value scheme (I:, d) of R is a valued partially 
ordered set which does not contain critical valued subposets of the form 
C---- 
‘\ 
(2, 2,2)“: ---+O---&. 2 
C------f0 / ’ 
C----%------to, 
‘. 
(1, 3, 3)*: -3 e--------+** 2 
0’ ,’ 
c---jc---+--~, 
‘. 
(N, 4)*: -9 ---F----+*~ /’ I’ /’ ’ d---N 
------+-----a 
‘. 
(1, 2, 5)*: ‘b ------s*; 
0’ /’ 
CL21 
F’ . ---------5?* 41. /’ > F” . 
o_--+-.121.‘J+* 
0’ 41. 
c----M’ 
AA , 
(Zl) 
Q2: 
*-----b--d* *---+EJ+* 
9 2 
0’ /’ > 
F;, : ---- ,.’ 9 
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Here we draw only a generating set of valued arrows. The remaining ones are 
determirted by the drawn ones according to the rules in Section 3. 
(6) IfX,JkY*+ ... -+x+-LYH+p ." is a sequence of mom- 
morphisms between indecomposable modules Xj in rnoCqSp 
integer m such that fj is an isomorphism for j> m (see [ 
(d) If X is a nonsimple indecomposable module 
sot(X) = P2 and Py @ . . . @ Pz + X --+ 0 is a projective cover of X then 
Sl ) ...R s,, s, + 1 = s* d 6. 
(e) There are positive integers fis . ..) f,$ f,, 1 such that dVfj = fi d; for 
all i, j < n + 1 = * and the rational Tits quadratic form 
Rfl 
4(X)= C XZfi+ i XiXjdu&- i XiXnI.1 din+lfn+l 
I=1 i. j = 1 i=l 
i#i 
is weakly positive, i.e., q(x) > 0 for any nonzero x = (x1, . . . . x,+ 1) E Z”” 
with xi > 0. 
It follows that if w(R) < 2 then R is sp-representation-unite. 
Note that (2, 2, 2)*, (1, 3, 3)*, (1, 2, 5)” are the extended 
diagrams “E6, “ET, and E, [17]. 
There is also a condition equivalent to (b) given in terms of a generalize 
symmetrizable Cartan matrix C(R) associated to R (see Section 3). 
Following [13, 501 the integral vector 
cdn(X)=(s,,...,s,,s,+,=s,)EL”+’ 
with s 1, . . . . s,, 1 defined in (d) is called a coordinate vector of X. If ah 
$1 > ..‘> s, + 1 are nonzero and X is indecomposable in mod,,(R) then X wilt 
be called sp-sincere [44] (or exact [30, SO] ). The rin is called sp-sincere 
(or exact) if R has an indecomposable sp-sincere m 
Let us recall from [50, p. 5571 that given s= (sl, . . . . s,+~) the modules 
X in mod,,(R) with cdn(X) = s determine an algeb c variety X,(R) and 
there is an algebraic group B,(R) acting on X,(R). 
a characterization of schurian right peak Artin algebras R such that 
only finitely many B,(R)-orbits for any s (see [SO, p. 5571). 
ur second main result of this paper is the following 
THEOREM B. Let R be a basic artinian schurian sp-repre~~entati~~-fixate 
right peak PI-ring with the valued poset (I:, 
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(a) R is sp-sincere if and only if (IX, d) is of one of the following 29 
forms: 
F(l)*: -*; 
“\, 
F(2)*: 7’; 
F(3)*: =*; 
J’ 
F(4)*: -IL*; 
/ 
F(5)*: I*; 
/‘r 
0 ;“wz kl 
F(6)? 
\ -*; 
/ 
B;: 0 (2,1) *. 9 
B;: 0 \^ (2.1) *. 3 
(1J) * 
Bj’: 
(12) ,* o 
Bk’: o ;/ ; 
F(1, 1)“: \ 
/ 
*; 
F(2,2)*: - -*; 
/ 
F(3, 3)“: - 
p*; 
F(4,4)*: \-‘b -*; 
/ 
F(5, 5)“: 
F(5, 6)*: 
T*; 
c;: 
(1.2) C-----b*; 
c;: 0 I- (1,2) *. + 2 
(2-l) l * o 
c;: 
/’ 7 0 
(Zl) * 
c:: 
0 /; 
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I . (1.3) *’ II . (3.lj 
2. ’ > 2. 
-*; 
(I,3) 2* (3,1) P ;: (2.2) 
d /’ /~1,3) ; 
(2,2) 
I--- /’ /;3/1) 
(b) There are almost split sequences in mod,,( ) and R is simply 
sp-connected in the sense that the geometric realization of A~s~u~der--Rested 
translatiorz valued quiver of mod,,(R) has trivial fundamental group [Is, 25, 
41, 421. 
(c) Every indecomposable module X in mo$,,( 
e~dom~rph~sm .ring, Exti(X, X) = 0 and X is ~~~q~ely determined by its 
composition factors as well as by cdn(X). 
Under the assumption in Theorem B there are exactly 81 types of 
indecomposable sp-sincere modules presented in the Appendix; 41 of t 
ules over homogeneous rings of type FI”, where I is a poset, 
nd to exact matrix representations in the list of Kleiner [ 
oreover, for every indecomposable module X in mod,,(R) there exist 
a right peak sp-sincere PI-ring R’ and a fully faithful functor 
T: mod,,(R’) -+ mod,,(R) such that XE T(X) for some sp-sincere module 
X’ in mod,,(R’). 
Our results also remain valid for schurian right peak PI-rings with the 
constant dimension property (see Section 2 and [140, 501). 
From our main results we conclude that an artinian 
peak PI-ring R is simply sp-connec 
ence, if R is a finite dimensional algeb 
then the above holds if and only if m 
a finite poset of finite type. 
Our main working tools in this paper are the triangular reduction [ 
Theorem 4.21 and a splitting type reduction (Theorem 4.3). The set 
one is an extension of a splitting reduction given by Nazarova an 
ects. 2 and 31 for representations of posets and developed 
‘ngel [%S, Lemma 8.33 for representations of ~-structures in 
rings. The splitting reduction allows us to reduce the stu y of mod,,(R) in 
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the schurian sp-representation-finite case to the hereditary case solved by 
Dlab and Ringel [ 17, IS], to the poset-representation case solved by 
Kleiner [29, 301, and to a few particular cases which we solve by the 
triangular reduction. 
In the case R is homogeneous (i.e., dii d, < 1 for all i, Jo I:) our main 
results were known for a long time (Kleiner [29, 301, see also Dlab and 
Ringel [ 181 and Ringel [44]). In this case R E FI* and mod,,(R) E I-sp 
for some poset I (Lemma 2.13). Therefore the proof of Theorems A and B 
in Section 8 is given only for R nonhomogeneous. 
An important class of rings R (larger than the class of incidence rings 
FI*) for which our main results are well known are the incidence rings 
R(Y) of K-structures Y for division rings in the sense of Dlab and Ringel 
[18]. Let us recall that a K-structure for a division ring F is a finite poset 
Y together with division subrings Fi c F, iE Y, such that Fi;ic F, for i< j 
in 9, K is a commutative field contained in all Fi, i E Y, and FK is finite 
dimensional. If Y = (1, . . . . n} and we modify the ordering in such a way 
that i< j implies i < j in the natural order then R(Y) is delined as the 
upper triangular ring (1.1) with jM*=F/FF, iMj= F,(Fj)FI for i< j and 
iMj= 0 elsewhere. Since obviously mod,, R(Y) is equivalent to the 
category of Y-spaces in the sense of [lS] then our main results for rings 
R(Y) are a direct consequence of the results of Dlab and Ringel [lS]. 
Moreover, in our reductions in Sections 5 and 7 we essentially use the 
classification of indecomposable Y-spaces and their explicit description 
given in [ 181 for a class of finite type structures Y. The sp-sincere valued 
posets C;, C;, B;, Bi, F>, G; in Theorem B come from some rings R(Y) 
and the sp-sincere R(Y)-module forms S i-S,, with d= 1, d’ = 2 in the 
Appendix, Tables II, are taken from [ 181. 
Although we are mainly interested in sp-representation-finite schurian 
right peak rings, the technique we develop here can also be applied to a 
class of sp-representation-infinite rings and to nonschurian ones. 
Since we know from [SO] that the study of mod,,(R), where R is a right 
peak ring, is equivalent to the study of subspace categories of vector space 
categories, then Theorem A yields a diagrammatic characterization of 
schurian artinian vector space PI-categories of finite type. This was one of 
the main motivations for our investigations. The main inspirations for our 
study were the results of Nazarova and Roiter [37] and of Ringel [38, 391, 
where a lot of information on finite dimensional vector space categories of 
finite type can be found. In particular, some of the results we prove in 
this paper were suggested by Ringel in [38, 3.31. Our results were also 
influenced by the papers of Dlab and Ringel [1X] and Bautista and 
Martinez [ 131. 
The results of this paper can be successfully used in the study of 
indecomposable modules over artinian PI-rings, in particular in the study 
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of right pure semisimple PI-rings (see [S 1, Theorem 3.11). This is one of 
our motivations for studying right peak PI-rings (not only Artin algebras). 
In the At-tin algebra case some of our proofs can be simplified by applying 
arguments of Ringel [44]. 
The organization of this article is as follows: Section 2 contains 
preliminary results on right peak rings and their socle projective modules. 
In Section 3 we give sufficient conditions for (I ) with d,, d;* 6 3, j E 
to be a valued poset of an artinian schurian ri eak PI-ring. In Section 
4 we present our main reduction tool, called a splitting 
theorem. Sections 557 contain a proof of 
Theorem A. The proofs of Theorems A and 
of results of this paper were announced in [32, 491 and are part 
h.D. thesis of the first author [31]. 
ghout this paper Mod(R) denotes the category of all right 
R-modules and mod(R) is the category of finitely generated right 
R-modules. Given a module X we denote by E(X): P(X), soc( 
top(X) the injective envelope, the projective cover, the socle, and 
of XY respectively [a]. The direct sum of t copies of X is denote 
The Jacobson radical of R will be denoted f0 reover we write 
J(X) instead of XJ(R). Given X and Y in m we e 
J(X, Y) = (f E Hom,(X, Y); 1, - gfis inver%ible 
for every g E Horn,{ Y, X) >~ 
Given n 2 1 we denote by J”(X, Y) the set of all composed 
R-homomorphisms of the form 
x=x& x,---t . .._f x,_, AX,=Y 
E J(Xip 1, Xi). It is easy to see that these formulas eline subfunctiors 
of the two-variable functor 
Horn,: (mod(R))OP x mod(R) -+ AZ?&. 
(mod(R)) is called the Jacobson radical of the category mod(R) [6]. 
W&l A valued arrow i------+ j in (IX, a) will be called minimal if there is 
no s # i, j with iM, # 0 and rMj # 0. In this case we write 
i 
($.‘q 
f .i. 
R is called homogeneous if d, dk < 1 for all i, j E 
It happens frequently that most of the dashe 
are uniquely determined by the continuous cmes according to the composi- 
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tion rules given in Section 3. In this case we will mark in the picture of 
(I;, d) only the minimal arrows and we presume that the reader is able to 
reconstruct he remaining ones according to the rules in Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In this section we collect elementary results on right peak rings and their 
socle projective modules we need in this paper. 
Let R be a basic schurian artinian right peak ring of the form (1.1) and 
let (IX, d) be the value scheme of R with I;= (1, . . . . n, y1-t 1 = *}. The 
multiplication in R is given by (Fi - Fj)-bilinear maps 
(2.1) cijk: iMj@jMk-, $fk, i,j, kEIi, 
satisfying the .natural associativity conditions. Here we put 0 = @,, 
jMj=Fj for all icIg, and F.+ = F. We suppose that ciij and ciii are the 
canonical isomorphisms. We recall from [SO] that R is a right peak ring 
if and only if R has the form (1.1 ), dim(jM,). is finite for all j E I$, and 
the (Fi - F,)-bilinear map 
Cij* : iMj -+ Hom,(jM,, iM,) 
adjoint to cij* is injective for all i, j E 1:. 
On the other hand, R has the form 
(2.2) R=[; ‘71, 
where A is obtained from the matrix form (1.1) of R by omitting the last 
row and the last column and AMF= 1 M, 0 . . 0 .M,. Recall that R is a 
right peak ring if and only if dim(,M,), is finite and AM is faithful, 
Throughout any right R-module X will be identified with a system 
(2.3) x= Cxi2 iqj)i,jcIg = (ii?A,x;,q:X’@AMF’X;), 
where Xi, J!$, X$ are right modules over Fi, A, and F, respectively, iqj: 
Xj 0 jMi + Xi, i, jEI:, are F,-homomorphisms satisfying natural 
associativity conditions and cp is an F-linear map. An R-homomorphism 
f: X+ Y = ( Yj, i~j) will be identified with a system 
f = (J;)jGIA = (f’> f”)> 
where J;.E Hom4(Xj, Y,), f’ E Hom.(X>, YL), f” E Hom,(X>, Ya) satisfy 
the conditionsfi jcpi= j$,(f,O 1) and $(f”@ 1) =f’q 
Given X we define the dimension vector of X as 
dimX=(x,, . . . . xn,x*)~Nntl, 
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where xi = dim( XI)Q, * = n + 1, F, = F, and the ~o~r~i~~te v ctor of X [13, 
501 
(2.4) cdn(X)=(s,, . . . . s,,s*)EW+~, 
where s* = dim(X,), and sjF j < n, is the rnult~~~~c~ty of Pj in the projective 
cover 
P(X) = P;’ @ ... @P:@PL$. 
Since is schurian then by [48, Theorem 3.51 we have 
s,=dim X, c Im(jcpi:Xj@i~J+X,) 
(I 
, j<n. 
i<j 5 
If (I:, d) is the value scheme of R with 1; = (1, . ..~ II, n + 1= *J we put 
1,=1;-{*}=(l,...,n) 
and given a subset J of I, we put 
J* =Ju {*} sr*,. 
Moreover, we denote by R, the right peak ring obtained from the matrix 
from (1 .l ) of R by omitting all rows and coIumns with indices j E 
is clear that 
R, N End(P,), where P,= @ Rj BP,. 
i 1 jEJ 
A basic role in our study plays a pair of additive functors (see [48, 1.141) 
(2.5) mod,,(R,) +--- TI mod,,(R), hJ 
where rJ is the restriction functor defined by rJ(X) = (Xi, iqi)i,jrJ*, 
the composed functor 
(2.6) mods,(RJ) - 
(F)ORJPJ mod(R) 0 ) 
(XL, X$, cp) = (Im rp, Xg, Q), where Cp: XL -+ omF( A M,, X;) is 
the map adjoint to q and @ is the map adjoint to the inclusion 
Im (p 4 Hom,( A AT,, X>). 
We denote by mod,,(R) 1 J the full subcategory of mod,,(R) consisting of 
modules X such that P(X) r ejtJS P;“. We know from [48, ~o~~~la~y 
1.161 that T, is full and faithful, r,T,z id, and Im T, = mod,,(R) IJ. 
It follows that if X is an indecomposable module in mo 1 an 
9(X)= (jEIR; s,#O) (see (2.4)) 
481.‘134,&10 
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then r Y,(,,(X) is sp-sincere over the coordinate support ring 
(2.7) csuPP(W = RY(X) 
of Xand T LqX)‘Y(X)Wl 2 JL 
Although the results of this paper are valid for rings with the constant 
dimension property [40] we restrict our considerations to the case when R 
is a schurian artinian PI-ring, or equivalently, when the division rings 
F i, . . . . F,, Fin (1.1) are finite dimensional over their centers [l]. 
It follows from [46; 50, Corollary 2.71 that there is a duality 
(2.8) DV: mod,,(R) + modSp(i?VoP)oP. 
Moreover, by [19] and [20, Proposition 1.31 we have 
(2.9) dim4(,Nj) = dim(,Nj),,, dim( ,Nj),i = dim,( iNi) 
for any Finite dimensional (Fi- Fi)-bimodule i&‘j, where ,Nj” = 
Hom,,( &Vj, Fk), k = i, j. Then from [20, Theorem] and (2.5) it follows that 
(2.10) die d:* < 3, i&I,, 
if R is sp-representation-finite. On the other hand, we have [SO, Proposi- 
tion 2.31. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let R be an artinian schurian right peak ring of the 
form (1.1) and suppose that (Fj - F,)-bimodules jM, are simple for all 
jEI,. Then 
(a) dii # 0 implies dji = 0 for all i #j. 
(b) rf d,. # 0 and dj, # 0 then di, # 0. 
(c) (IX, d) is a valued partially ordered set (abbreviated poset) with 
respect o the relation i < j* d,. # 0. (I;, d) has a unique maximal element *. 
(d) If we suppose that i< j implies i < j (in the natural order) for all 
i, jE 12 then R has triangular forms (see (2.2)) 
F, ... 2Mn Lz.L* 
(2.12) R= 
0 ... F,, 
b FJ p* 
If R is an sp-representation-finite right peak PI-ring then Proposition 
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2.11 applies to R because by (2.10) the bimodules IM, are simple. Since we 
deal in this paper with rings R satisfying the hypothesis in 
then throughout we suppose that R has the form (2.!2), F,, . . . . Fn, F are 
division PI-rings, and (IX, d) is a valued poset with i < j o jMj # 0. 
The connection of mod,,(R) and representations of partially ordered sets 
are given by the following simple observation. 
LEMMA 2.13. Suppose that R is homogeneous (i.e., d,d:,< 1 for all 
i, Jo 12). Then 1: is a partially ordered set with a unique max’~ma~ element 
* and there are a ring isomorphism RZ FI; (see (6.3)) and an equivalence 
of categories mod,,(R) E I,-sp. 
ProoJ: Since d, d$< 1 for all i, je i then there are F-linear 
isomorphisms tj: jM, -+ FF and ring is oj: Fj -+ F SUG~ that 
t,(xm) = aj(x)tj(m) for all x E Fj and m n i < j we denote by 
ilj: iMj + FF;i the composed isomorphism 
i"j “* P HomF(jM,, iM,) (‘-““) > Hom,(FF, FF) G FFF~ 
It is easy to see that tj, itj define the desired ring isomorphism. oreover 
X= (Xi, j(pi: Xi@ Fi z Xi -+ Xj) in mod(F1:) a projective socle if and 
only if jcpi are monomorphisms for all i 4 j. e the lemma follows. 
It follows from Lemma 2.13 that the proof of our main theorems in t 
homogeneous case follows from the well-known results of Kleiner [29]. 
3. VALUED POSETS OF RIGHT PEAK RINGS AND 
VALUED ARROW COMPOSITION 
Throughout this section R denotes a basic artinian schurian right peak 
PI-ring of the form (2.12) and (I:, d) is the associated valued poset. 
suppose that dj, d& < 3 for all je I,. We know from (2.10) an 
2.11 that (Ii, d) is completely described by the matrix 
(3.1) 
1 d,, . . . d,, d,, 
d’u 1 ... dzn d,, 
; i’..i ; 
d;, d;, ... 1 d,, 
d;, d;, ... d;, 1 
which we shall call the Cartan matrix of R. Obviously C( 
matrix in the classical sense and satisfies some extra conditions given in 
Proposition 2.11. We call such a Cartan matrix a one peak poset type 
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matrix. Since we are going to give a characterization of sp-representation- 
finite right peak PI-rings in terms of (Is, d) (or equivalently in terms of 
C(R)) and their valued posets satisfy dj, dJ, < 3 for Jo I, then we are 
looking for some numerical properties of such valued pose& In particular 
we will prove in this section that d, did 9 for all i, Jo I,, we describe all 
C(R) when 1; consists of four linearly ordered elements, and we prove that 
every such valued poset (I;, d) is symmetrizable in the sense that there are 
positive integers f,, . . . . f,, f, such that d, fj = fi d; (see [35]). We also give 
rules for determining valuations over dashed arrows in terms of the 
valuations over continuous arrows. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A value scheme (I*,, a) is called an upper subscheme of 
(I;, d) if I,E I,, $=*, and dq=d,, &=d$for all i, jEfF. 
Let us mention that from our results below it follows in particular that 
the valued pose& 
,~---w (331) ---- \ ------_--- / \ ,----w 
” (d d) (3,1) L +i-+----+*; 
(3% lb, 
7 j/1 
with 1~ d 6 2 and 2 6 a < 3 cannot appear as valued posets of right peak 
PI-rings, whereas each of their upper subposets with three elements is a 
valued poset of an sp-representation-finite right peak artin algebra (see 
Theorem 3.8). 
Let us warn the reader that the continuous valued arrows in (IX, d) do 
not determine uniquely the dashed ones. For example, let R R G @  I&!  [ 1 (e.e) e-- :c Vk 4: \/ (L2) * R= 0 R! @’ 0 c 
where G is either R or C. Then e = 1 (and R is hereditary) or e = 2. 
Let us start our general considerations by describing all upper valued 
subposets of (IX, d) with three linearly ordered elements. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let L = {i, j} G I, and let (L*, d) be the full subscheme of 
(IX, d) generated by L. Suppose that di, di, < 3, dj, di, < 3, and i< j. Then 
(L*, d) is of one of the forms 
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i ~L!L,, i --‘b.L!L+* 
\ 7 \ 
W:\, 
7 
k ./ 
,/:w ’ (b,a:\, ,/al) 9 
a=2,b=3 
L.’ 
ora=3, b=2. 
J J 
In particular d, d> < 9 and the values (die, d:.+) depend on the remaining ones 
as follows: 
(ro) d, = di, di, if and only if db = dje d:.,. 
(r,) d,=dl, iffd,ddi, d;,<3 and (die, d;,)=(d,,, d;,). 
(r2) Ifd,#dl, then (d,, d&)= (di, d;.,, dji- d:,). 
Pro04 Since the map C,,: iMj-+ Ho~,(~M*, i ,) adjoint to ciiS is a 
monomorphism then by (2.9) we get 
d, < di, d;.+, d; d d,, d;., 
and (rO) follows. On the other hand, since cij. # then its second adjooint 
bimodule map c++: jM, -+ Hom,(,MI, iM,) de ed by c’,,(jm,)(i~j) = 
~~,(,rn~@.~rn,) is nonzero and hence it is a mo~omor~hism because the 
bimodule jM, is simple. Consequently we get 
dj, d db die 2 dJ+ <d;., d,, 
By our assumption the only admissible valuations of arrows with 
* are (1, I), (1, 2), (2, I), (1, 3), (3, 1). In view of the rul 
combinatorial analysis leads us to the list of forms (L*, 
additional shapes 
(a) ic-L?3,+; 
w,\\, /‘fW 
L/ 
J 
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However, the two cases are excluded as follows. Since the bimodule iM, 
is simple then ciia : ,Mj@ jM, + iM, is an epimorphism. Hence in the case 
(a), dim( iMj @ jM*)F = dim( #,), implies the left Frdimensions should 
be equal as well. This is a contradiction because they are equal to 3 and 
4, respectively. The same arguments exclude (b). 
The rules (ri), (r2) easily follow from the forms for (L*, d) in the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If R is an artinian schurian right peak PI-ring and 
di, d,, < 3 for all i&I,, then the value scheme (I:, d) is symmetrizable. 
Proof If we put fi= di, nil,+ iij d;, then f* di, = d:.*f, for ieI,. 
Since, by Lemma 3.3, d,d,, di., = d; dJ-, d,, provided dij #O, then we get 
jj dij = d;J;: and the corollary follows. 
The description of all possible shapes of upper subposets consisting of 
four linearly ordered elements in (IX, d) is given by the following values 
composition theorem, which is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a basic schurian artinian right peak PI-ring such 
that (IX, d) does not contain upper subposets of the form 
,-&.L+* 
\ \ \ f \ ,‘ke’), ee’ = 3. 
‘\/ 
Let i< ji k < * (with respect o the order in (IX, a)) and let 
(d,,&) ,--------------, 
be an upper subposet of (IX, d) with d,, di, d 3 for all t = i, j, k. 
(r3) If d, = d:k then 
(i) djk = djk if and only tf dij = db, 
(ii) tfdjk#d:k or d,#d> then (dk, d,)=(d,, dJk). 
Conversely, the conditions (i) and (ii) imply d, = d:.k. 
(r4) If either dikdJk#l or d,d$#l then dik=di,d;,, d:,=di,d,,. 
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(r5) If d,= dik= 1, then either d,, =dL, = I or d,= d:,= djk== 
d:, = I. 
Proof. Rule (r3) follows immediately from Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 
3.%. In order to prove (r4), (r5) we suppose that ~0: Or j 
(p* : @ i ,M, --) iM, are linear maps such that the diagrams 
iMk r Elk. ) Hom.(&L iM*) 
are commutative, where 0, X means the direct sum of 1 copies of X and 
CO* is the monomorphism adjoint to cd.. By our assumption the bimodules 
iM, and jM, are simple. Then cii* and cikt are surjective and we easily 
conclude that 
(i) If q is surjective, then ‘p* is surjective. 
(ii) If ‘p* is injective, then cp is injective. 
We also claim that 
(iii) If Cik* is an isomorphism then CikS is also an isomorphism and 
dik=d;, dis> dik = d,, d;.,. 
(iv) If either djk # d;k or djk = djk = d,, d.J, then Ejkl is an 
isomorphism. 
In order to prove (iii) we note that the restriction of Pj to {i, j, k, *> is an 
indecomposable projective right R,-module of the form 
Pj= (0, Fj, jM,, jM,). 
Hence any Fj-isomorphism h: of F,y iM, induces an R,-homo- 
morphism 
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with q~Hom~,(@,~M,+, i M,+) and qp* E Hom,( @ f jM,, iM,). It follows 
that the diagrams (*) are commutative and the diagram 
= hOid 
I , I 
‘p* 
i”jQjM* 
cg* 
i”* 
is commutative. Since c+ is surjective then (p* is surjective and hence 
@.+ is surjective too. Now if Fik* is an isomorphism then the second 
commutative diagram in (*) yields the bijectivity of Cik.. Hence in view of 
Lemma 3.3 we have 
pi,+ = dim, Horn&M*, iM*) = dke di,, 
d, = dim Horn&M,, iM*)Fk = d;, die 
and (iii) follows. 
In order to prove (iv) we note that the subposet of (I;, d) consisting of 
points j, k, * satisfies (rl), (r2) of Lemma 3.3. Now if dik#d& or 
djk = dJk = aI,-* d;, then dim, Horn&M,, ,M,) = dk* dJ., = dim,,(jM,). 
Hence Zjk* IS an isomorphism as we claimed. 
Since we know from Proposition 2.11 that (I:, d) is a valued poset then 
the bilinear map c$ : iL%fj 8 jMk + iMk is nonzero and therefore there is a 
nonzero x E iMj such that the linear maps 
f = c&x0-): jMk + ;Mk, f* = Q*(X Q -): jM* + &f* 
are nonzero and the diagrams (*) with t= 1, 9 =f, q* = f, are com- 
mutative. 
Now we prove (r5) under the assumption djk = dJk. Suppose dik = dIk = 1. 
Then (iMk)& !Z Fk, q = f is surjective, and by (i), qx = f, is surjective. 
Since djk = dik then f, is bijective and by (ii), f is an isomorphism. Hence 
djk = dik = 1. In order to prove that dij = d; = 1 we recall that there is a 
duality 
mod&R,) E (mod,,(R~)“P)“P 
and therefore the valued poset of (Ry)Op has the form (J*, d) with i and 
k interchanged. It follows that dii = db = 1. 
In order to prove (r4) we suppose that either djj db# 1 or djk dJk # 1. In 
view of the duality arguments above we can suppose 2 < djk d&. Now if 
djk # djk or djk = djk = dj, dj, then (r4) follows from (iii) and (iv). It remains 
to consider the cases djk = dik = d, = d> = 2. It follows from Corollary 3.4 
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that dik = d$ and by (rs) with dik = d& proved above we conclude that 
2 < d, f 3. Now if d,, dk* = 2 we are done. Then in order to Finish the 
proof of (r4) it remain to show that the valued pose& 
cannot appear as upper subposets of (1:: d). Consider the right peak ring 
where T= R{,) and jN,= (iMk,iM*) is au (Fj- T)-bimodui 
that (I:, d) has one of the forms above. Note that the rad 
projective RJ-module Pi is the right socle projective 
X= (irM,, IMk, iM*; cirs)= (iMi, XG, Ic/), where xl;= (jMk, 
$= (cUk, c,.): iMi -+ Horn&VT, xl;) is an ~j-me~omorphism. 
First consider the case (d,,, di.,) = (I, 3). Then JV, and xl& have simple 
socles. Then they are indecomposable and therefore somorpbic because 
T is hereditary of Dynkin type a* and dim X$= ,N,= (2; 1)~ we 
shall show that 2 = dim(jMj)q d dim(Wom(jN,, X’$)>, = 1, which is a 
contradiction. In order to prove this we wilt apply the partial Coxeter 
functor arguments (see [52, p. 2001) 
SC : mod Fk kM* 
0 4; 
4 mod 
Given g = (g,, g,) E Hom,(jN,, X$) we consider the commutative 
diagram 
with exact rows, where J@, = Coker GIk* and gk is the cokernel map. Ghen 
(g*,gk)=Sk(g):Sk(jNT)4Sk(XI~) 
is the map between indecomposable modules which are injective because 
they have the dimension type (1, 1). Since Cik, is an (Fj - ~*)-~rnod~~e 
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map then ji@k is the (Fj - F,)-bimodule. Hence by [52, p. 200 (CT)] the 
map g H gk establishes an 8”-isomorphism 
Hom&Nr, Xg) _r Hom,(jB,, j&?k) r HomFk(jBk, Fk) E j&$. 
Hence in view of (2.9), dim Horn&NT, XT), = dim(j&?f),, = Hom6(jnk) 
= 3 - 2 = 1 as we required. 
Now consider the case (d+, di,) = (3, 1). First we prove that N, and xl+ 
are indecomposable. For this purpose we note that they have no simple 
injective summands and therefore by [52, p. 2001 they are uniquely deter- 
mined by their images under SC. Since the bimodule maps tjka and t,, are 
nonzero then their adjoint bimodule maps ck* and t;k* are also nonzero 
and therefore are injective because the bimodules jM, and jM, are simple. 
It follows that S;(iVT), S;(X’;-) have no simple injective summands. Since 
their dimension type equals to (3, 1) then looking at the ii$composables 
over the hereditary algebra [c k%] of Dynkin type o----i* we easily 
conclude that S;(N,), S;(XF) are indecomposable injective and therefore 
isomorphic, and by the arguments used in the proof of the first case we get 
a contradiction, which finishes the proof of (r4). It remains to prove (r5) for 
djk # djk. In this case we have + dl.k # 1 and by (r4) we get dk* = d;, = 1. 
This finishes the proof. 
From Lemma 3.3, Corollary 3.4, and Theorem 3.5 immediately follows 
COROLLARY 3.6. If R satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 then 
(r;) If dk* d;, = 1 then (djk, d6) = (diS, di.,). Moreover 
(d;k, d::k) = (dj/x, dJk) for dii= db, 
(djk, d6)=(d,dl,-‘, did,;‘) for d,#db. 
(rk) rf dk* d;, = 2 then 
drk=d6=1 impIiesdii=d;=dj~=d~i,=l, 
dik = d:, = 2 implies that either dii = db < 2 and 
cfik = d& < 2 or (d,, db) = (d;k, dJk). 
(r;) Zfd,, d;, = 3 then 
dik = d6 implies d, = 3 = d,, d;,. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Under the assumptions in Theorem 3.5 we have: 
(a) rf dikZdi*d;* then dik=d&<dkcdi,=2 and d,=d&=d,= 
dik = 1. In particular, ij” dk. d;, =3 andi<j<k then dik=di*d;, 
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(b) rf either d,= di, dJ* OY d,< d,, d;% = 3 or dik d:.k > 1 thea? 
dik = d,, d;, 
ProoJ (a) By Lemma 3.5 we have dik = d;k < d,, ;* and according to 
(a;) we have d,, d6, # 3. Hence (a) follows from (ri). 
(b) Suppose the contrary, d, # di, d;,. Then by (a) and we 
have djk = dik = d, = dl, = 1 and di, d,;, = d,, dh* = d,, d’,, = 2. 
di, “;*, a contradiction. 
It happens frequently that most of the dashed valued arrows in (I:, 
are uniquely determined by the continuous ones according to the c pCSi- 
tion rules (rG)-(rs). In this case we will mark in the picture of (I:, only 
the minimal arrows and we presume that the reader is able to reconstruct 
the remaining ones according to the rules (rO)-(rs). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F be a division PI-ring and let 6, Hc F be division 
PI-subrings of F with dim GF= dim F, = 2 and im NF= dim F, = 3. 
Then 
R= 
with c 12* : HFG 0 GJ;F+ HFF given by the m~lt~~licatio~ in F, is a right 
peak PI-ring, 
and the dashed arrow is uniquely determined by the minimal ones. Note 
that if P= k(X) is the rational functions field over a held k and we take for 
G and H the subfields k(X*) and &X3) then R is an artinian PI-ring which 
is not an Artin algebra. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q be the rational numbers field and let 
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where a2 = 2, b2 = 3, cl**: Q(a, 6) OQCbj Q(b) --f Q(a) is given by the 
formula c.,2t((p+qb)O(r+sb))=pr+qs, p,q~Q(a), Y,SEQ, and the 
remaining maps ciiS are given by the multiplication in CJ!(a, b). Then R is a 
finite dimensional right peak Q-algebra 
1 -A”L,* 
(2%2) 
\/ 
(2.1) 
2 
and the dashed arrow is uniquely determined by the minimal ones. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let .Iw, @, W be the real numbers, complex numbers, and 
quaternions and consider the 17 x 17 matrix ring 
T= 
where cIjs: R@ R! + C is the natural embedding, c,,~: W @[HI + UZ is the 
natural projection, and the remaining maps c+ are given by the multiplica- 
tion in W. Then T is a right peak R-algebra and 
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6 9 1.5 
We write only the arrows which cannot be reconstructed from the ot 
ones. Note that the arrow from 1 to 5 cannot be omitted although it i 
a minimal one. Moreover it follows from the rules (rO)-(rg) that we 
4 -“1-4$ & -“& *, 5 v&-?, 11, and 4 -(1?2_, * in (IT, 
In view of the results of this section it is interesting to consider a class 
of matrices C of the form (3.1) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1”) C is symmetrizable. 
,#O then dik#O. 
(4”) d,, di., < 3 and d, db < 9 for all i, j. 
(5’) The rules (rl)-(r5). 
It would be interesting to know if any matrix C satisfying (I”)-(5O) is of 
the form C= C(R) for some right peak PI-ring R. 
A partial answer is given by the following 
THEQREM 3.8. Let C be a matrix of the form (3.1) with ~utur~l erztries 
satisfying the conditions 
(0’) C contains as a full submatrix neither 
1 1 3 
1 1 3 
1 1 1 
nor its transpose, where the last column and last row entries come jPom the 
last row and last column of C. 
(Y-(5”) as above. 
Then for any field K there exists a finite dimensional right peak K-algebra 
R such that C = C(R). 
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ProoJ: Consider a grid of algebraic extensions K,,, of K such that 
K,,, = K, CK,, l,s : K,,l = 2, CK,,, 1 : K,,l = 3 (e.g., Q,: = QG2-‘, 33m”)). 
By (1”) we can associate with the matrix C a set of posrtrve natural num- 
bers fi , . . . . fn,fn+I = f, such that dvfi=fid&. By (4”) and by the rules 
(r,)-(r5) we can restrict to the sets of numbers of the form Jj = 2’13S1 for 
some natural numbers ri, si. For the given set fr, . . . . f,, f* we can choose 
from the grid of extensions the canonical set F,, . . . . F,, F, = F of extensions 
such that Fi = Kri,, if fi = 2’13~ (compare [28, Theorem 5.41). 
Notethatifd,id,i<lforall ldi<j<n+l=* then 
C= C(KI*) (see (1.3)), 
where Z= { 1, . . . . IZ} and iij iff d,#O. 
Hence we can restrict ourselves to the case when there exist i, j, 
l<i<j<n+l, such that d,db>l. 
We will proceed by induction on n. Let n = 1 and fi, f, be the numbers 
symmetrizing the matrix C. 
Let 
Cll* . - ‘F,- F:EHom,(,M,, I M,) is the composition of 
the embedding in the first coordinate with 
the natural isomorphism, 
id 
cl**: 1 M, --+ ,M, g Hom,(F, r&I,) is the natural isomorphism. 
Then C = C(R). 
The inductive assumption. Let C be an II x IZ matrix satisfying the 
assumptions of the theorem. Then if fi, . . . . f, are numbers of the form 
fi = 2’13”~ for some ri, si E N symmetrizing the matrix C then there exists a 
finite dimensional right peak K-algebra R such that C= C(R). 
The inductive step. Let C be an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix satisfying the 
assumptions of the theorem and let fl, . . . . f,, r be numbers of the form 
f; =,E’y for some ri, si E IV symmetrizing the matrix C. 
I, . . . . F,,, r;,,, = F be a canonical set of fields for fr , . . . . f, + r . Then 
the matrix C obtained from the matrix C by crossing out the first row and 
the first column is the matrix satisfying the conditions (0°F(5”) and by the 
inductive assumption for the set f2, . . . . fn + 1 there exists a finite dimensional 
right peak K-algebra R’ such that C= C(R’). 
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We will show that there exists a finite dimensional right peak K-algebra 
R= Fl ! M,, 
0 R’ I 
for some (F, - R’)-bimodule i 
such that C(R) = C, which will finish the proof. 
Let us define the (F, - F,)-bimodules ,Mi such that 1 M.+ is finitely 
dimensional over F, = F and the (F, - F,)-bilinear maps 
c,v: lM,@ iMj+ lMj for d,fO 
such that for 1 < i < y1+ 1 the adjoint maps 
are monomorphisms and the maps clii satisfy the natural associativity 
conditions. Define 
1M,= i 
Fl for d,, > d;, 
P for d,, <d;,. 
7’0 define I M, for i = 1, . . . . n consider the cases: 
(1) If d,,=dl, d:., then put lM,=Hom,(j 
(2) If dli<d,,d~,=3 then put lMj=Ff=Ff. 
(3) If d,,<d,,di.,=2 then put lMj=F, =Fi. 
Remark. Note that if d,#O then by Corollary 3.7, 
Homb-(jM,, 1 M,) in the cases (1) and (2). In the case (3) either 1 
or lMj=Hom,(iM*, 1M,). 
efine the maps en* and clV for 1 <idj<n+l in cases (l)-(3) as 
follows: 
(1) Cli.: Hom.(iM*, lM,)z HomAiM*, IM,). 
(2) I;ix an isomorphism F: ?I Hom,(iM,, i *) and an embed- 
ding 6: Ff + F: into the first two coordinates. Put 
El,* = zj 6. 
(3) In this case we have 1 M, = iM, and we 
‘li* = ‘ii* 
Let ?rns E ,M, and f: iM, + 1 M, be an F-linear ma 
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(1) Take for Clij the composed map 1 M, = Hom,( iM,, r M,) 
Hom(ry,,id) 
p Hom,WjOjM*, 1 M,) E Hom&Mj, HomAiM*, iM*)) 
= HomFi(,Mj, ,Mi), where the last equality follows from the Remark: 
(2) Take for Clii the composed map rM,= Ff 5 Ff ti 
HomF(iM*, rM,) Hom(cv*‘id) b Hom,(iMj@jM*, lM,) E HomQ(jMj, 
HomAjM*9 1 M*))=Home(iMj, ,Mj): 
clp(lmiO ,~~j)(jm*)=zi6(lmi)(c,,(,mjOjm*)). 
(3) Note first that in this case either 
(a) iMj=.1Mj or 
(b) rMj= Horn&M*, ,M,) and lMj= iMj= Fi, lM, = iM, = 
iM*. 
In the case (a) we take for clij the map ciij provided iMj= Fj 
and clV(rmi @ jmj)(jm,) = ~,,,(~rn, 0 +~~(~rn*)) provided iMj = 
Hom,(jM* 2 i 
HomAjM*, 1 
M,). In the case (b) let clii: lMi@iMj=Fj@Fi-t 
M,)=Hom,(iM*, 1 M,) be the adjoint map to the 
composition 
ciiS(id@c,,): (F,@F,)@ jM, + jM, = ,M,. 
It remains to show that the maps cli*, clii satisfy the natural associativity 
conditions. 
By the Remark it suffices to check the commutativity of the following 
diagrams: (In these diagrams instead of Hom,(iM,, I M,) we write 
W,, 1MeJ.J 
case (1). 
(iM*, lM*)@iMj@jM* “‘Oid + (jM*, lM.J@jM* 
id@)c,. 
I I 
Cl,* 
(iMe> IMe)@ iM* 
Cl,* 
- lM* 
clj*(cluOid)(.f 0 imjOjm*) 
= clj*(c~ij(f@ imj) 0 jm*) = E,*(cl,(fO imj)Njm*) 
=C~ij(.f@ imj)(jm*)=f(c,i,(imjOjm*)) 
=c,j,(f)(c,*(imjOjm,))=C,i,(foC,,(lmjOim,)) 
= cli.(id @c+)(fO imjO,-m,) 
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where the equality (*) follows from the associativity conditions in R’. 
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where the equality (s) follows from the associativity conditions in R’ and 
by the Remark crjk is defined according to case (1). 
The case (3) is left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 3.9. The conditions (O’)-(5’) in Theorem 3.8 are necessary 
and sufficient for a matrix C to be of the form C = C(R) for some right peak 
schurian artinian PI-ring R such that (I;, d) does not contain as an upper 
subscheme ;, G;2” and di, di, < 3 for all iE1,. 
4. SPLITTING DECOMPOSITIONS 
Throughout this section R is an arbitrary (not necessarily schurian) left 
and right artinian right peak PI-ring of the triangular form (2.12). 
Moreover we suppose that 1: = { 1, . . . . n, *} is a poset with respect to the 
relation “ii j iff iMj#O,” and we denote by d,, db the length of iMj over 
Fi and Fj, respectively. Note that for any i we have 
(4.0) length(;M$),! = di.,. 
For consider exact sequences 
0 -+ (Jj ,M*/Ji+’ iM,)* + (Jj &V,)* --f (Jj+l $I,)* -+ 0 
with J= J(Fj) for j = 0, 1, . . . . m, where J” = 0. In view of (2.9) the induction 
on j yields (4.0). 
The aim of this section is to find conditions for R which imply that any 
indecomposable module in mod,,(R) is in the image of the functor (see 
(2.5)) 
T, : mod,,( R,) --f mod,& R) 
for some proper subposet J of I,. We follow some ideas in [36, 181. 
If the poset I, = 1; - (*} = (1, . . . . n > (with ii j iff iMj # 0) is a disjoint 
union of its subposets J, J’, J” then we write 
(4.1) IR=J+J’+J”. 
We call the poset decomposition (4.1) triangular if there are no relations 
j’-X j, j”i j, j”< j’ with jE J, j’c J’, j”E J”; hence 12 has the form 
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Any triangular decomposition (4.1) yields a natural matrix s 
the matrix ring (2.12). The subdivision form of R induced by 
denoted by 
A, &? M’ 
(4.2) R= 
$ 
I 
A 
= 
and we call it the triangular decomposition of R induced by the tr~~~g~~~~ 
decomposition (4.1). 
DEFINITION. The triangular decomposition (4.2) is called a ~~~~~~~~~ 
sition qf R if for any indecomposable module Y in mod,& 
RJ,+J,,(I%@ M’, Y) # 0 the socle projective R,,,-modul 
injective (i.e., of the form E”(P*)‘, where E”(P,) 
injective envelope of P, in mod(R,.,)). 
THEOREM 4.3. (a) A triangular poset decomposition 
induces a splitting decomposition of R if and only if 
(i) j<j”for alljEJandj”EJ”, 
(ii) rJI,(Pj) is an injective socle projective R,,,-mo 
(iii) for any indecomposable module Y in mod,,( 
HbL)mj++,,&r*+y (P,), Y) # 0 for some j E J the socle projective R~,,-mod~~e 
aJS,( Y) is injective. 
(b) rf I, =J+J’+ J” induces a splitting decomposition (4.2) oj 
then the ,functors 
form a dense system in the sense that any indecomposable module X in 
mod,,(R) has the form X- TJ+JrrJ+Js(X) or X- TJ.+J.C~JC+JSr(X) and the 
modules r J’+Jm(X) and rJ+.G) are indecomposable, respectively. 
Moreover, if X is indecomposable in mod,,(R) and X, # 0 for some j E J 
then rJ+ J’(X) is indecomposable, rJ,, (X) N E”(P, )’ for so 
T J+J,~J+.rw). 
Proof: (a) Let e,, . . . . e,, e, primitive matrix i 
potents in R. Then we have 
A@M’= @ e,(M@M’)= @ rJ'+Jm(Pj) 
j,J jeJ 
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and hence if I, = J+ J’ + J” is a triangular decomposition then the induced 
decomposition (4.2) of R is splitting if and only if (iii) holds. In order to 
finish the proof of (a) it is sufficient to prove that for any splitting decom- 
position we have (i) and (ii). The property (ii) follows from the equality 
above and the definition by taking for Y indecomposable direct summands 
of r JZ+J,, (Pi). Now (i) follows from (ii) because the assumption jKj” for 
some Jo J and j” E J” implies that the j”th coordinate module jMj,, of 
r,, +JZZ (P,) is equal to zero and hence T~,+~,, (Pj) is not injective. This 
contradiction finishes the proof of (a). 
(b) We suppose R is of the form (4.2) and given a module X in 
mod,,(R) we denote by XL the restriction of the form (2.3) of X to a poset 
L c I,. Hence 
x= (XJ, fJ’+J” @I q’: XJOA, (a0 M’) -+ rJ,+Jfp(X)), 
where p’ is the corresponding map induced by jqoi. 
It is easy to see that X is in mod,,(R) if and only if rJZ+J,, (X) is in 
mod,,(R,,+,,,) and the map 
GO’: X,-+ Hom.,.+,..(M@M’, rJ,+J,,(X)) 
adjoint to cp’ is injective. 
Suppose X is indecomposable. If X,= 0 then obviously XE 
T Js+JurJs+JssW) d an we are done. Suppose X,# 0. Since X is indecom- 
posable then any indecomposable direct summand Y of rJ,+J”(X) satisfies 
Horn RJ,+I,, (iGi@ M’, Y) # 0 and by the splitting decomposition assumption 
rJ,,(X) zE”(P,)’ for some t. Moreover by (ii) the right R,,,-module 
r,,,(i@@M’) is also isomorphic to E”(P*)’ for some Y. Hence it easily 
follows that the functor rJ, induces a right R,-module isomorphism 
Horn Rl’+J..(MOM’, rJf+Jsr(X))% Hom.,.(r,,(ROM’), rJX)). 
Since obviously rJ+J,(X) = (X,, rr(X), $), where $ is the map adjoint 
to @‘, then rJ+JC (X) is indecomposable. Hence X’ = TJ+J1r,+,,(X) 
is indecomposable and since rJ+J,, T,,,, are adjoint functors there 
is a natural R-homomorphism g: X’ -+X such that its restrictions 
g, : X;, + X, , g,: X> + X,, g,, : X;, -+ X,, are isomorphisms (because 
rJ+J’ T -id). Since X’ is indecomposable then similarly as for X we J+J’= 
conclude that rJ,, (X’) z E”(P*)” for some U. Hence rJZ, (g): rJ,, (X’) -+ rJ,, (X) 
is an isomorphism because g, is. It then follows that Xr X’ g 
T J+J,rJ+ J,(X) and the prOOf Of (b) iS complete. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If a right peak ring R admits a splitting decomposition 
(4.2) with J# 0 and J” # 0 then R is not sp-sincere. 
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An important class of splitting decompositions of comes from the 
poset splitting decomposition of (I:, d) in the following sense. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A splitting decomposition of ( ) is a t~ia~~~l~~ 
decomposition I, = J + J’ + J” satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) (J’u (*}, d) . is a homogeneous chain, i.e., it has the bFm 
e . ..-*. 
(ii) i<k and dik=di*d;, for all iEJ> ~EJ”. 
The following splitting lemma generalizes [lg, Lemma 8.41 (see also 
[36, Lemma 6; 54, Lemma 1.41). It plays a basic role in proving our main 
results. 
LEMMA 4.6. lf I, = J+ J’ + J” is a splitting decomposition of (IX, 
then the induced ring decomposition (4.2) is splitting and the support poset 
Y(X)* of any indecomposable module X in mod,,(R) is contained either in 
(J+J’)* or in (J’+ J”)*. 
PvooS. It is sufficient to show that the conditions (i)-(iii) in 
4.3 are satisfied. We keep the notation in the proof of Theorem 
condition (i) follows trivially. In order to prove (ii) we note tha 
jeJ, rJ,,(Pi) = (iM,, c~~~)~,~~(~,,)* and dim r,,,(B,) = (djt)rtJ,,. On the other 
hand, we know from the proof of [SO, 
E”V,) = L~~L.(J”]* and therefore by (4.0), 
Hence in view of Definition 4.5jii) we have dim rJ.,(Pj) = 
It follows that the natural embedding P,..(P~) 4 J??(P,)~* is an 
isomorphism and (ii) follows. 
Suppose now that h: rJS +J,S (Pi) -+ Y = ( Y07,., rJ , ( Y), $) is a nonzero 
map and Y is indecomposable in mod,&R,,+,,,). Let Z= Im h. Since 
r,f,(Bj) N E”(P,y8* then rJ,,(Z) is injective because given an indeeom- 
posable summand Q of r].,(Z) there is a nonzero map v: E”( 
(the restriction of h) and since sot(Q) r Pi then v is injective a 
bijective. 
Since J’ u { * } has the form - . ..C-----$O--------) * then by 
Theorem 4.3 any indecomposable module in modSJig,,) is projective. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
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where E,, E, are injective (direct sums of E’(P,)). Let Z=rJ:( Y)nE,. 
Then rJ, ( Y)/Z r rJC ( Y) + E$E, 4 El/E, and therefore rJ, ( Y)/Z is socle 
projective. By the remark above rJ8( Y)/Z is projective. Hence rJ,( Y) = 
Z@ U for some U, rJ, (Z) E Z and Z, = Z. 
Now for any k E J” we define the F,-submodule U, of Y, such that the 
diagram 
1 I 
Y, C *” + Horn&M,, Y,) 
J J 
Z, C *@’ ) Horn&M,, Z,) 
is commutative. Since rJ,,(Z) N E”(P,)’ for some Y then the map ,Cp; is 
bijective and hence Y, = Zk @ U,. Moreover if j< k and j E J, k E J’ + J” 
then there are unique maps k@jl.: UjQjMk--+ U,, k@i: Zj.OjMk+Zk with 
Zk=Zk such that fi= (U,, st,b~)s,fE~JI+Jn~*, g= (Z,, s&)s,le~J~+~~~~~ are 
modules in mod,,(R,,+,,,). Hence we have an RJs +,.-module decomposi- 
tion Y= Z@ 0 and since h # 0 and Y is indecomposable then o= 0 and the 
condition (iii) in Theorem 4.3 follows. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
Then 
is a right peak nonschurian ring and 
Then IR={l)+(2} is a splitting poset decomposition with J’ = @ and 
therefore indecomposable modules in mod,,(R) can be reconstructed by 
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the functor T, from indecomposable socle projective modules over 
R,=(c c) and R,=(f “,). 
We shall frequently apply the following reduction lemmas 
LEMMA 4.1. Let I, = J+- J’ + J” be a triangular decomposition and let 
j= max(J) be the set of maximal elements in J. Suppose that cii*: i 
jM, d iM, is surjective for all i < j, where J'E J. If fR = j+ J' + J” induces 
a splitting decomposition of RPR then I, = J+ J’ + J” induces a s~iitting 
decomposition of R. 
ProoJ: In view of Theorem 4.3 it is fficient ts prove that if Y is 
indecomposable in mod,& R,, + J,S) and mRJ,+,,,(F,,+J” (Pi), Y) # 0 for 
some E’ E J then rJ,, ( Y) is mjective. 
Choose jE J such that i< j and let h: FJ -+ i 
epimorphism. Then h induces a unique R-homomo 
that hj = h. Since the diagram 
is commutative then iz, is surjective. Now if f: rJc +.,.,(Pi) + Y is a nonzero 
homomorphism then f, : iM, -+ Y, is nonzero and therefore fr,, +JC, (h 
Hence according to our assumption rJS, (Y) is injective and the le 
follows. 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose that R is schurian, di, di* < 3 for all i 
and (I;, d) does not contain e;, Gg. Let P,=J+J’+J” be a trian 
decomposition such that J’ is a homogeneous chain and given j< I& with 
jE j= max(J) and for k E j” = min(J”) we have djk = d,, dJ* = d,, 
provided (d,,, d;.,) = (dk*, d;,) (o djk = d&). Then our decomposition is a 
splitting one of (IX, d). In particular this happens ifd,, d;. # d,, d;, forjE ii, 
k E f”. Mere min( J”) is the set of minimal elements in J”. 
Proo~C We shall prove that dik = a’,, di* Ear all i E J, k E J”. 
First suppose that k E .?‘. Let ie J. If dik = 
(die, d:,)= (d,,, d;,), see Lemma 3.3(r,)j then 
dlk = d,, d:., = di, d;, and we are done. If dik # d:k the required equality 
follows from (r2) in Lemma 3.3. 
Now take i E J nonmaximal and choose j& J such that i < j< k. If 
dlk dik z 1 then we are done by Theorem 3.5(r4)~ If djk djk = 1 then by cur 
assumption d,, = d;.* = d,, = d;, = 1. Now if d,= d$ then by (rl) in Lemma 
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3.3 we have dij = 1= d,, = di, and we are done. If d, # d, then our equality 
follows from (r2) in Lemma 3.3. 
Next suppose that k E J” - ?‘, i E J, and choose j E j” such that i < ji k. 
If dii db# 1 then our equality follows from Theorem 3.5(r,). If dii d;= 1 
then by (rO) in Section 3 and the fact proved above 1 = dij = di, di,, 
1 = db= dj, d:, and therefore d,, = dj, = 1. Now our equality follows from 
(r,) and (rz) in Lemma 3.3 with j= k in the case dik=d6 and dik#d6, 
respectively. The proof is complete. 
From Lemma 3.3(r,) and (2.8) we get 
COROLLARY 4.9. If I, = J+ J’+ J” is a splitting decomposition of 
(I;, d) then I,a z Iip S! (J”)Op + (J’)Op + (J)Op is a splitting decomposition of 
(I;? ) a>. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Suppose R is schurian and I, = J+ J’ + J” is a tri- 
angular decomposition of the form J= cV, J” = {a}, J’= aV - (c” v (a}) 
(see (5.2)), where c < a, d,, dh, = 2, and either d,, d:, = 1 or d,, = d:, = 2. 
If for every indecomposable module Y in mod,,(R,,+,,~) such that 
Horn.,,+,.. (rJr+.,,, (P,.), Y) # 0, soc( Y) has length 6 1 when d,, = 1 and has 
length ~2 when d,, = 2 then I, = J+ J’ + J” induces a splitting decomposi- 
tion of R. 
Proo$ In view of Lemma 4.7 we can suppose that J= {c}. It follows 
from Lemma 3.3 that dimr,.(P,) equals (dk,, 1) and (2, d,,) in the cases 
d,, d:, = 1 and d,, = d:, = 2, respectively. Therefore the natural embeddings 
r,,(P,) 4 E”(P,) and r,,,(P,) 4 E”(P,)&* are bijective. Now suppose there 
is a nonzero map f: rJ1 + JsJ (P,) + Y. If soc( Y) is simple (projective) then 
by the remark above the restricted map r,,.(P,) -+ rJ-( Y) induces an 
isomorphism E”(P,) z rJ,, (Y). If soc( Y) is of length two then d,, = 2 and 
there is an embedding rJ,, (Y) = (Y,, Y*) C% E”(P,)’ z (Fz, Y,) and there- 
fore dim Y, 6 2. On the other hand, by the remark above f induces a 
decomposition rJjc (Y) = E”(P,) 0 T. It follows that dim Y, = 2 because 
otherwise T, = 0 and therefore Tr P, would be a summand of Y, a 
contradiction. Consequently u is bijective and it follows from Theorem 4.3 
that I, = J-f J’ + J” induces a splitting decomposition of R. 
5. RIGHT PEAK RINGS OF WIDTH Two 
We shall show in this section that schurian right peak PI-rings R of 
width two are sp-representation-finite and we describe their indecom- 
posable socle projective modules. Applying the splitting reduction we 
reduce the problem to the Dynkin diagram case. 
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Now given afz1, we put 
.A = (jEI,, a$j}, a0 = (jEICR,j=$a}, .L an u av, 
I5.l) aa 
=an-(a>, aY=av-{aj, a 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If w(R) = 2 and (I;, d) admits na (nontrivial) splitting 
decomposition then either (I:, d) has the form (1, 1)” or it has r,o 
continuous arrow qf the form 0 (I>>) m and it is an upper subposet of the 
valued poset 
(5.3) 
withdd’=2andai<2fori=1,...,k. 
ProoJ: Suppose w(R) = 2 and (It, d) admits no splitting decomposition. 
If (I:, d) is homogeneous (i.e., dj, di., = 1 for all iE Ii,) ehen /I,/ = 2. 
Suppose (I:, d) is not homogeneous. Consider the subposet 
(5.4) I,(R)= (jEI,,d,%dd;,=m) of 
y our assumption I,(R) is not empty, linearly ordered, and any element 
in I, is comparable with some element in I,(R). 
Now we proceed in steps. 
(0’) If a is a maximal element in P,(R) then a is maximal in 
Otherwise a? is not empty and according to Lemma 4.8 the de~om~Qsitio~ 
I, = ~1 V + a? with J’ = 0 yields a nontrivial splitting decomposition of 
(IX, d) and we get a contradiction. 
(1”) I,(R) = I,. Let b be a maximal element in 
the property b n c I,(R). Such a b exists because a 
*(R) #I, then b” # Iz, and according to Lemma 4. 
9’ = @ yields a splitting decomposition of (IX, ), a contradiction. 
(2”) (d,,, d’,,) = (d,,, db,) for all c E R, where a is the unique maxi- 
mal element in 1,. Suppose the contrary and let j be maximal with res 
to the property (d,,, dj,) # (d,,, dh,). Then according to Lemma 4.8 the 
nontrivial decomposition I, = j V -t j! with 9’ = @ is a splitting one, a 
contradiction. 
(3") If b < c and dbc = dbC = 2 then there exists t E I, such that 
b< t < c. In other words, there is no continuous arrow of the form 
481/134:2-12 
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b a c. Suppose the contrary and let j be maximal such that 
d, + I = dj,, I = 2. Then according to Lemma 4.8 the decomposition 
I, = j D + (j + 1) n with J’ = 0 is a splitting one and (3”) follows. 
Summarizing, we know that the continuous arrows in (I:, d) are of the 
form -, by Theorem 3.5 the dashed arrows admit valuations (1, 1) or 
(2, 2), and I, is linearly ordered. Hence it easily follows that (IX, d) has the 
required form and the proof is complete. 
Note that the valued poset in Proposition 5.2 admits no splitting decom- 
position. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If R is hereditary, w(R) = 2, and (Ii, d) has no splitting 
decomposition then (IX, d) is either F( 1, l)* or is of one of the forms 
with n points. The socle of any indecomposable so&e projective module is 
simple or of length at most two if (IX, d) is of the type C, or B, [17], 
respectively. In both cases R has $n(n + 1) indecomposable socle projective 
modules. If R is sincere then (I:, d) has one of the forms F(l, l)*, B;, B;, 
C;, C; and their sincere socle projective R-modules have the forms listed in 
Tables I, 11.1, and II.2 of the Appendix. 
Proof: By Proposition 5.2, (IX, d) is either F(l, l)* or has the form 
(5.3). Since R is hereditary then (IX, d) has no arrows +pzL because 
otherwise the right ideal (0, . . . . 0, r--lM,,, ,-,M*)cP,+, has the dimen- 
sion type (0, . . . . 0, 2, d) and therefore it is not projective. It follows that 
(IX, d) has the desired form. If R is of the type CL then without loss of 
generality we can suppose F, = ... =F,,=GcF, dim cF=2, iMj=GGG, 
and jM,=.F, for i, jEIR. Then the indecomposable modules in 
mod,,(R) are listed in the proof [18, Proposition 2.51. Since BI, is obtained 
from 
B,“: / - ...- 
by a reflection with respect o the point . [ 17, 521 then using the reflection 
functors S,‘; S; we easily reconstruct modules in mod,,(R) from the forms 
in the proof [18, Proposition 2.61 for the ring of type 9;. Note that 
S;(P,) # mod,,(R). We also can do it directly using the results in [ 173. 
Hence the corollary easily follows. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. If w(R) = 2 and R has no splitting decomposition then 
R is hereditary and (IX, d) is of one of the forms 
Proof. In view of Proposition 5.2 we can suppose ( ) has the form 
described there and we keep the notation used there, too. According to 
Corollary 4.10, I, = (t - 1) V + { t, t + 1, . . . . s - 1 > + 3 n induces a splitting 
decomposition of R with J = (t - 1) V, J’ = ( 1, . ..) s - I}, 3” = so (see 
(4.2)) because R,,+,,, is of one of the types 
yields the socle assumption in Corollary 4.1 
empty and the proposition follows. 
Summarizing the results of this section we get 
COROLLARY 5.7. If w(R) 9 2 then R is so-re~~esentatiom-agate nd the 
socle of any indecomposable module Y in mod,,(R) has kplgth 62. 1f, in 
and d,, = 1, d’,, = 2 then soc( Y) is simple. R is sp-sincere 
, d) is of one of the forms F( 1 )*, ;I 
6. AUSLANDER-REITEN Qu 
OF TYPES 6;, 
In the study of mod,,(R) we use almost split sequences and irreducible 
maps. We recall from [7, 8] that a homomorphism f: X-+ Y in mod,, 
is irreducible if f is neither a splittable monomorphism nor a splitt 
epimorphism and in any factorization f = hg either g is a splittable 
monomorphism or h is a splittable epimorphism. It is easy to check that 
for X, Y indecomposable over an artinian ring R the map f: X-s Y 
is irreducible if and only if SE J(X, Y) - 
C38,2.51) 
Irr(X, Y) = J(X, Y)/ 
is an (F(Y) - F(X))-b imodule, where F(Z) = ~d(Z)J~(~~d(~)). efine 
the Auslander-Reiten valued quiver (r,,(R), ) of mod,,(R) as the set of 
isoclasses [A’] of indecomposable modules X in mod,,(R) connected by 
oriented valued arrows 
[Xl - CYI 
when X$& Y and the dimensions 
d,,= dim Irr(X, Y),,,, d& = dim,( rj Irr(X, Y) 
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are nonzero [4], This means that there are irreducible maps 
.I/+ YdXY, p-r, y 
in mod,,(R). We note that (T,,(R), d) has a unique maximal element 
[E(P,)] and a unique minimal element [P,]. 
If R is sp-representation finite then we define its A&under sp-ring 
(6.1) A,,(R)=End(YoO ... 0 Y,O Ym+l), 
where YO, . . . . Y,+, is a complete set of representatives of isoclasses of 
indecomposable modules in mod,,(R). We know from [SO, Remark 2.91 
that A,,(R) is both a left and a right peak ring. Moreover r.gl.dim R 6 2 
[4, 61. If A,,(R) is schurian and artinian, then the Auslander-Reiten quiver 
(l?,,(R), d) is dual to R is dual to the value scheme (I&R,, d) of A,,(R) 
(compare [ 241); 
We recall from [7, S] that an exact sequence 0 --, XL Y 5 2 --f 0 in 
mod,,(R) is said to be almost split if it does not split, X, Y are indecom- 
posable, and in addition it has the following equivalent properties: 
(a) f is left almost split in the sense that given any map h: X+ V in 
mod,& R) which is not a splittable monomorphism there is a map t: Y -+ V 
such that tf = h. 
(b) g is right almost split in the sense that given h: U -+ 2 in 
mod,,(R) which is not a splittable epimorphism, there is a map t: U+ Y 
such that gt = h. 
The reader is referred to [S] for elementary facts about almost split 
sequences and irreducible maps in mod,,(R). 
Let us recall that J(P,) 4 Pi is irreducible and right almost split. Dually, 
if Q”‘= V -‘E(j) is an indecomposable sp-injective module [SO, 2.6(b)], 
where E(j) = E(top e,R V), then E(j) --f E”)/soc( E(j)) is left almost split and 
therefore the induced map Q(j) -+ V -‘(E(‘)/soc(E(“)) is left almost split in 
mod,,(R) forj=O, 1, . . . . n. 
Note also that if P, + X is irreducible in mod,,(R) and X is indecom- 
posable then X is projective (see [52, Lemma 1.31). 
We say that R has almost split sp-sequences if every indecomposable 
non-sp-injective socle projective module X admist a right almost split 
sequence 0 -+ X-t Y--t n -X+ 0 in mod,,(R) and any nonprojective 
indecomposable socle projective module Z admits a left almost split 
sequence 0 --f AX+ Y--f Z --f 0 in mod,,(R). The terms are determined 
uniquely up to isomorphisms. 
We know from [8, 10, 451 that any right peak Artin algebra R has 
almost split sp-sequences (see also [16] and [SO, Corollary 3.71). 
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Although it is not true for arbitrary artinian 
true for sp-representation-finite right peak ones. 
PRQPOSITION 6.2. Let R be an sp-representation-elite artinian right peak 
PI-ring. Then 
(a) R has almost split sp-sequences. 
(b) The A&under sp-ring A,,(R) is an artinian, right and left peak 
PI-ring of global dimension at most two. 
ProoJ: (a) We follow an idea of Auslander [6]. Let V=mod,,(R). 
Repeating the arguments in 16, pp. 292-293-j we can pr 
T: %? -+ d& is a nonzero covariant additive fun&or then 
indecomposable module C in $? such that T(C) contains a ~~ive~sa~~~ 
minimal element e. 
Let A be an indecomposable nonprojective module in mo 
applying the above to T= Extk(A, -) we will find C and e as above. 
Similarly as in [6, p. 2941 we prove that the exact sequence re~rese~ti~~ 
e is almost split in mod,,(R). Hence, if A is non-sp-injective then in view 
duality (2.8) and [SO, Proposition 2.63 there exists an almost s 
ce in? mod,,(R) starting from A and (a) follows. 
) It follows from (a) that given X mod,,(R) there are maps 
Y-+ X7 X+ Z right and left almost split in m ,,(R), respectively. Then by 
[6, Proposition 2.71 every additive simple covariant functor from 
mod,,(R) to d& is finitely presented. Since 
Add(%F’“, &‘&) g Mod(A,,(R)), 
then we conclude that simple left and simple right Add-modules are 
finitely presented. Since R is artinian, then A,,(R) is se 
therefore every nonzero left module and right module over 
nonzero socle. Consequently the categories above are 
therefore A,,(R) is left and right artinian as we 
from [SO, Remark 2.9(b)] that A,,(R) is ieft and ri 
Auslander’s arguments [3, 61 it has global dimension at most two. 
Following Ringel [43] an indecomposable 
called an sp-brick if End(X) is a division ring a 
sot(X) is finitely generated. In this case F(X) = End(X). 
endo-schurian if any indecomposable in mod,& 
EMMA 6.3. For any JEI, the functor T, carries ouer sp-bricks into 
sp-bricks and induces an epimorphism 
T,: Irr(X, Y) -++ Irr(T,(X), T,(Y)) 
,for ail indecomposable modules X, Y in mod,,(R). 
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ProoJ: Let 2 be an sp-brick in mod&R,) and let T,(Z)=Z’. By [48, 
Corollary 1.161, T, induces a ring isomorphism End(Z) rEnd(Z’) and 
we have an isomorphism sot(Z) g 2, = 2; z soc(Z’). Since the action of 
End(Z) and End(Z’) is given by the restriction to Z, = Z; and T, is 
constant on the *-coordinate then Z’ is an sp-brick. The remaining 
epimorphism in the lemma follows immediately from the definition. 
We will prove later that schurian sp-representation-finite artinian 
PI-rings are endo-schurian. 
Now we are going to prove that PI-rings R of types e ;, Gg, pi, PI; are 
sp-representation-finite. We do it by applying a triangular reduction [SO, 
Theorem 4.21 in the following form. 
Suppose that an artinian right peak PI-ring R has a triangular form 
(6.4) 
where G is a division ring and T is an sp-representation-finite right peak 
ring. Consider the image category 
W = Hom,( GNT, mod,& T)). 
BY C50, Lemma 4.71, for any Y in mod,,(T) the object 
H= Hom.( GNT, Y) in W is a finite dimensional G-space and we denote it 
by 1 PIG. Then W together with the embedding functor I-1: W --+ mod(G) is 
a vector space category W G. Now we fix a complete set Fi, . . . . 7, of 
isoclasses of indecomposable objects in W and following [SO] we define the 
right peak PI-ring G, ,ff, ...IH, ,H, ZHI G, .‘.2 m ,ff, 
(6.5) R,= ; ; ‘.. ; ; [ 1 ,H, ,H, ... Gm mH* 0 0 ... 0 G 
with Gj=W(Y,, Y,), iHj=W(Yj, Yi) for i,j<m and iH,=.i/y/...The 
multiplication in R, in induced by the composition in W [SO, Sect. 31. 
We have the following triangular reduction theorem [SO, Sect. 41. 
THEOREM 6.6. (a) There exists a full functor 
G+ : mod,,(R) +mod,,((R,),) 
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inducing an equivalence of categories 
ere ), is the opposite ring to the ring Morita duul to 
1 H* w if R is an artin algebra. 
@I O$+),, d) = GM, d) and 
# mod,,(R) = # mod,,(T) + # mod,,( 
&zere # means the number of indecomposable modules 
Apart from the functor T, we will also use the functor 
cc.71 L: mod&h) -+ mod,& 
defined by the formula L,(Y) = Hom.,(Wom. , R), Y). Since we su 
pose that R is an artinian PI-ring then L,(Y) is of finite length if Y is in 
mod,,(R,f. Since soc( Y) g soc( L,( Y)) then L,(Y) is socle projective. It is 
well known that L, is full and faithful and r,L, zz id. In particular if X, Y 
are indecomposable then L,(X), LJ( Y) are indecomposable and LJ in 
an epimorphism 
(6.8) L,: Irr(X, Y) + Irr(L,(X), L,( Y)j. 
oreover, if X is an sp-brick then by arguments in Lemma 6.3, L,(X) is 
an sp-brick, too. 
In our considerations we shall also need the following 
Remark 6.9. If 6, F are division rings and G.NP is a (G - FQ-bimodule 
with dim NF= 1 then given n E N, pz # 0, we have a ring ernbedd~~~ 
CT: G 4 F defined by gn = no(g). It induces a 
isomorphism G N, EC cFF. 
THEOREM 6.10. Let R be a schurian right peak PI-ring of the type 
;, i.e., 
(I;, d): 1 ---k’)-4*, ee’ = 3, 
i2\ /I,. 
2 
Then F, G F2, and R is an sp-representation-finite endo-schurian sp-sincere 
ring with a unique sincere module 
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The Auslander-Reiten quiver (T,,(R), d) is the following: 
For e=l, e’=3; 
For e=3, e’=l: 
(G G2 F3) 
,gG\ gG2T /G3K yf”‘T 
(0 0 F) (0 G F3) (0 G F) (G G2 F2) (G G 
where G = F, E F2, and the sp-sincere modules are underlined. 
The modules having the first coordinate zero are in the image of Tf2), the 
sincere module is of the form Lf,)(P,), and the remaining ones are in the 
image of T{, ). The endomorphism rings of modules in the lowest lines are F, 
and the remaining ones are G. 
ProoJ: It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5 that F, r F2 because 
the (F1 - F,)-bimodule 1M2 defined there is (1-1)-dimensional. Hence R 
has the form 
G /1M2 IM, 
R= 0; G ,M, =; G;T, 
L--------l O/O F [ 1 
where G=F,zF2, T=[f 2F* ] is hereditary of Dynkin type G2, and 
cN,= C,M2,1 M,] has the natural (G - T)-bimodule structure. It follows 
from [18, Proposition 4.21 together with the reflection functor arguments 
that the Auslander-Reiten quiver (lY,,( T), d) the following: 
(a) for (e, e’) = (1, 3): 
(G F) ( G2 F) = Y2 
(G3 F)= Y, 
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(b) for (e, e’) = (3, 1): 
(G F3) (G2 F3)= I’; 
(0 F) (G F2P 
In the proof of Theorem 3.5 it was shown that N, is i~decom~osab~e. 
Since dim N, is (2, 1) and (2, 3), respectively, then N, is T-isomorp 
to I”, and Y;, respectively. Hence tbe vector space category 
W c = Horn =( G NT, mod,& T)) has two indecomposa le objects P,, P, and 
q, P;, respectively, with 5I(Y,, r,)rM(Y;, P;)rF, W(Y2,, P2)tz 
W( Y’,, F;) z G. Note aiso that the natural bimodule e~imorpbisms 
1H2=W(F2, P,) - Hom,(Y2, Y1)zzfzF’G 
,N,= W(P;, PI) - Hom.(Y;, Y;)z FGc 
are bijective because End( Y,) r End( Y”) z G, End( Y, ) z End( Y;) z F and 
the bimodules Horn&Y,, Y,), Hom.( Y2, Y;) are 1 dime~s~onai over F 
and 6, respectively. The final isomorphisms are induced by ring em 
dings 5: G + F, z: F--f G of codimension 3 according to Remark 6.9. 
Then the right peak ring R, of the vector space category W is of one of 
the forms 
It was shown in the proof of Theorem 3.5 that the dimensions of 
(G - G)-bimodules c) P,I 6, G / F2i F are (1, 1). Applying reflection functor 
arguments we also prove that there are (F- G)-bimodule isomor~b~s~s 
GG. Consequently w is hereditary and 
(3,1) u-u-*, (1,3) u-v-*, 
having a splitting decomposition (u} + (u) with 3’ = a. Then the s~~~tt~~~g 
lemma 4.6 yields # mod,,(R,) = 6 and by Theorem 6.6, # mo 
5+6-1=10. 
G iM Now we prove that I-{,): mod,,[, F*] -+ mod,,(R) carries over the 
projective module PI = (G, 1M,) on the sincere one S20. For, since 
rj L, z id then the first and the third coordinates of L, I :(Pl) are G and 
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lM*, respectively. By definition of L, the second coordinate Y2 of L{,)(P,) 
has the form 
(6.11) Y2 = LIl)(Pl)e2 = Hom,~,,(Hom,(Pl OP*, eJ0 Pl) 
= HO%(,) (r {l,*) (PA Pl) 
= HomRt,,(s4P2), P,) z Hom&M,, lM,) 
and the F,-module structure on Y, is induced by the left F,-module struc- 
ture on ZM*. It is clear that i$j have the required form and therefore 
L{,)(P,) = S,, is an sp-brick with End(&) g End(P,) z F,. It is obviously 
sp-sincere. 
Since mod,& T) has live indecomposable modules then applying T,,), 
Ti2) : mod,& T) -+ mod,,(R) we construct nine nonisomorphic sp-bricks 
which are obviously not sincere. Hence we have constructed all indecom- 
posable modules in mod,,(R) and they have the forms written in the 
lemma. In view of epimorphisms (6.3), (6.8) and the irreducible maps 
reconstruction rules in [SO, Theorem 4.2; 48, Remarks 6(a), (b)], a simple 
analysis shows that (T,,(R), d) has the required form. 
LEMMA 6.12. Suppose that (IX, d) is of the form 
3 
(4 d’) I i-2------+*, dd’ = 2. 
Then R is sp-sincere and its sp-sincere modules and (T,,(R), d) have the 
forms in Table II.5 of the Appendix. If X, Y are indecomposable in 
mod,,(R), Hom,(X, Y) # 0 and 
16hd2, 
then rf3)( Y) is injective. 
Proof By [20, Theorem] there are exactly 24 indecomposable 
R-modules because F, has 24 positive roots. Since the modules top(P,), 
j< 3, and E(top(P,)) are not socle projective then 20 modules listed in 
Table II.5 of the Appendix form a complete list of indecomposables in 
mod,,(R). It remains only to prove that the sincere modules SiO-.Si4 are 
indecomposable. For this purpose we perform R in the form (6.4) with 
G=F,, N,=P,, and T=R{,,,). Denote by HF the composed functor 
[SO, p. 558, 7.11 
mod,,(R) 5 %(W,) z mod,,(R’). 
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It is easy to check that the valued poset of the ring 
W = Horn =( cN,, mod,& T)) is the enlargement of the poset 
Table II.2 by a unique maximal element. Note that rjl,zl(Si) 
P,QS3, Pf’OS,, P,QS;‘, Pf’@Sl, P,@P, ifj=lS ,..., 
Then from the definition of H: it follows that the restricti 
supp H$(S,) is one of the modules Sq, S,, S, ifj= 11, 12, 
if j= 10, 14. Since H*, is full and Ker H*, = [mod,,(a)] ( 
and Theorem 4.11) then we easily conclude that SIO, . . . . 
posable as we required. 
The shape of (T,,(R), a) can be derived by a straig~tforwar 
by the algorithm in [34]. Finally if Y satisfies our assumption then looking 
at (F’,,(R), a) in Table II.5 we see that Y is one of the modules V,, S,, 
E(P,) and therefore rt3)( Y) is injective. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let R be a schurian right peak PI-ring of the type 
FI;, i.e., 
(12, (j): 1_(2,2$3 (d.d’) >*, dd’ = 2. 
\,/ T 
2 4 
Then F, g F2 2 F3, F4 2 F, and R is arz sp-representation-finite endo- 
schurian sp-sincere ring with a unique sp-sivlcere i~decompo~~~ble module 
(see Table II.7 in the Appendix). 
Every indecomposable module in mod,,(R) different from S,, is in the 
image of one of the functors 
mod,,(R,,) 3 mod,,(R) ,‘-J- rnod~~(~~)~ 
where J={1,2,4), J’=(2,3,4}. R h as the A~s~~~der-~~~te~ quiver 
Fs,( ) of the form in Table 11.7. 
ProojI We will use the triangular reduction. Perform in the form 
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where G z F, z F2 z F3, F4 g F (I&ljt,ark 6.9), T= Rf2,3,41 is the hereditary 
PI-ring of Dynkin type 2+3 ’ >x:t4, dd’=2, and GNT=[1M2, 
i M3, 0, I M,] with the natural (G - T)-bimodule structure. Since 
top(N,) z [i M2, 0, 0, 0] is simple then N, is indecomposable and by (2.9), 
dim NT= (1, 2,0, d). It follows from the shape of (l?,,(T), d) in Table II.5 
of the Appendix that W, = Hom,( G N,, mod,,(T)) has six indecomposable 
objects Yj = Hom,(,N,, Y,), j= 1, . . . . 6, where Y,, . . . . Y, form the 
following part of (r,,(T), d), 
and the corresponding dimension vectors are 
(1 2 0 d) 
\ 
(2 3 d 2d) (1 2 dd) 
L/” \, 
(d’ 2d’ 1 2) (d’ d’ 1 1) 
\ / 
(d’ d’ 0 1) 
In order to construct the ring R, we note that 
Gj = H( FjTj, Yj) z End( Y,) z G for j=2, 5, 6 
ZF for j= 1, 3, 4. 
Note also that the natural bimodule epimorphism 
iyi: Hom,( Yi, Yj) + W( Yii, q) = jHi 
is bijective in the following cases: 
(1”) i= j+ 1, j= 1, 3, 4, 5, 
(2”) i= j+2, j= 1, 2, 
(3”) i=4, j= 1. 
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the cases (1”) and (2”) it follows from the fact that j 
odules Hom.( Y,, Y,) are simple. For (3”) we note that 
y, =E(P*)= (*M$, 3Mf, a:, F), 
Y4 = Sg = U?‘, Hom.(&f,, ,Mi’), F4, 2 
(see Table II.5 in the Appendix 
& = (G HomA&, 2KJ, Q, *M*) = L~2,3~U%) (see (6.1 f )) 
and therefore we have an embedding fi: Yz’ --) Y4 with so 
soc( Y,) = 2M$‘~ In view of [20, Theorem], Y, r N, because 
(1,2,0, d) by (2.9). Now, if f: Y, -+ Y, is such that 
om,(,N,,f): Yd -+ Y, is zero then @=O and hence f=O because 
otherwise sot(f) z 0 (Y, = E(P,)) and therefore soc(fp) #O, a contra- 
diction. Consequently iy4 is an isomorphism as we required. 
In order to describe R, we have to dete~mi~e the (Gj 
G, /~jl 6‘ and the remaining bimodules jNi. However, for 
valued poset of R, it is sufficient to determine / F,I only 
composition rules in Section 4. First we note that Tables II.1 an 
the Appendix yield 
Since G6 z Fz E G 2 F, and N,g Y6 then by t e properties of L, we 
(G6 - G)-bimodule isomorphisms 
where the final isomorphism is given by the restriction to the first coor- 
dinate (note that (,M,, ,M,) and (F,, 2M*) are 1Z )-isomorphic to the 
projective module P, in R{,)). Hence G6I Y61c: .G, an 
isomorphisms iyi in the cases (lo)-(3”) this shows that 
form 
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Although we have computed only the valuations over the continuous 
arrows and the dashed arrow 1 -e% 4, the remaining ones are uniquely 
determined by the composition rules in Section 4. 
Let R’ = R,. First we note that I,, = 4 V + 5 * gives obviously a splitting 
decomposition with J’ = @. 
Weclaimthat4”={1,2)+{3}+{4}’ d m uces a splitting decomposition 
of Rio, with J’= (3). For r~3,4)(f’i)=(1Hj, 1ff4, lH,), rj3,4)(C)= 
(0, 2H4, 2 H,) are modules over the hereditary ring Ri3,41 of Dynkin type 
3 $ 4 WA, * 
and by (1 “t(3”) their dimension vectors are (1,2, d’) and (0, d, 1). It 
follows that (lH,, 1H,)cgEf4j(P*)d’ and t2H4, 2H*)~E14)(P*) are 
isomorphisms. Moreover from the shape of (JY,,(Ri,:,!), d) in Table II.2 of 
the Appendix it easily follows that the condition (m) in Theorem 4.3 is 
satisfied. Hence the decomposition above yields a splitting decomposition 
of Rio. 
Finally, we claim that ( 1 } + { 3) + (2) yields a splitting decomposition 
of Ri,,,,,) (with J’= (3)). For ri2,3j(P\)=(,H2, ,H,, lH,) is a module 
over the hereditary ring Ri2,31 of Dynkin type 
and by (1 “)-( 3”) its dimension vector is ( I $). Hence it is indecomposable 
and from the shape of (rsp(Ri2,:)), d) in Table II.3 of the Appendix it 
easily follows that the conditions m Theorem 4.3 are fulfilled. Hence we get 
the required splitting decomposition of Ri 1,2, 3j . 
It follows from Theorem 4.3 that any indecomposable module in 
mod,,(R’) is in the image of one of the functors 
Then in view of Tables II.2 and II.3 in the Appendix # mod,,(R’) = 15 
(=6+7-3+6-3+2)andbyTheorem6.6# mod,,(R)=20+15-1=34. 
In order to list all indecomposable modules in mod,,(R) we use 
the functors L,,, T,, T,,: mod,,(T) + mod,,(R) with J= (2, 3,4} and 
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3’= (1,2,4}. Since ImT,nImT,, consists of seven indecomposa 
modules being in Im Ti3,4) then by applying T, and T,, we have construc- 
ted 33 pairwise nonisomorphic sp-bricks in mod,,(R) and all of them are 
not sp-sincere. The remaining indecomposable module we are looking for 
is the module Sr9 in the theorem. Similarly as in (6.11) we shovv that 
J’(S14) and therefore it is an sp-brick with En 
ng to [SO, Theorem 4.2; 48, Remarks 6(a), (b)] 
as a glueing of two copies of (l?,,(T), d) (see Table II.5 in 
together with an insertion of S,9. It is not difficult to check that f 
has the form in Table II.7 of the Appendix. The theorem is proved. 
I. NONHOMOGENEOUS RINGS OF 
oughout this section R is a basic schurian artinian right peak -ring. 
shall prove that any nonhomogeneous uch a ring R of wid three 
having no splitting decomposition and such that ) does not contain 
y critical subposets is of one of the types 
pi, G;, % g. In the proof we distinguis 
We start with a technical result which will be frequently used later. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose that w(R)< 3 and (I;, ) does not contain upper 
subposets Gi, G;I. Th en f or any i = 1, ...7 n there is an ~~de~o~~os~b~e 
module Ti such that 
J(PJ = TB 
with gj= GCD(dii+ 1, . . . . di,), F( Ti) = End( Ti) a division ring, and 
dim, Hom,( T,, Pi) .dim Hom,(T,, Pi)F(T,) d 3. 
Proof Recall that dim(P,) = (0, . ..) 0, 1, dii+ 1, . . . . die). Fix t E 
z = (k E I,; k # i, d, = d,, d;,} and let Ei denote the injective en 
P, in mod,,(R,). Note that Ei = r,,E(P,). 
(1”) Suppose g = (ZI, it # @, and let k be a maximal element in i? . 
Then dik # di, d;, and from Corollary 3.7 we conclude t 
d,, d;, < 3 and we have two possibilities: 
(i) d,, d;, = 3 and there is no j with i-<J<k, 
(ii) d,,d;,=2 and d,=d:,=d,,=d&=i for i<j-<k. 
Since w(R) d 3 then it follows that k is the unique maximal element in 
i” and i A is of the form GI, or Gi in the case (i) and 
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(ii) (see Corollary 5.5). In the first case we have shown in the proof 
of Theorem 6.10 that J(P,) is indecomposable, End(J(P,)) =Fi, and 
Hom,(J(P,), Pi) z Fi (Pi),, hence the lemma follows. In the second case the 
lemma is obvious. 
(2”) Suppose %$= i!. It follows from [SO, Proposition 2.51 that the 
restriction of the natural monomorphism Pi 4 E(P,)di* to XT c 1: yields 
an isomorphism r*,(J(P,))r E$*. It follows that J(P,)g T:*, where 
Ti = T,(E,) (see (2.5)) and End( Ti) = F*, Hom,( T,, Pi) = jM,, which 
proves the lemma. 
(3”) Suppose @ # J$ # it and let Xi = in - &. Since the restriction 
of the natural map y: Pi -+ L,,r,:(Pj) (see (6.7)) to (Xi)* is bijective then 
y* : soc(P,) --f soc(LY#r,(Pi)) ‘is ‘bijective and therefore y is injective. It 
follows from the definition of L X”; that L,;r~-;(Pi)e,rHom,(,M,, iM*) 
for t EZ& and since d,,=dj, di, then yt: jM, 4 Hom,(,M,, jM,) is bijec- 
tive. Consequently y is an isomorphism. Hence we also conclude that the 
natural monomorphism y’: J(P,) -+ L,,r,,!(J(P,)), where Xi’ = Xi- (i}, 
is bijective. Now applying (2”) to the ideal e,R,,=r&;(P,) in RX; we get 
e,J(R,;) = (Tj)d* for some indecomposable module T:. Since e,J(Rz,) z 
rXY(J(Pi)) then in view of y’ we get J(P,)~rj~L~l.‘.w;(J(P,j)~ 
rp L,,.(ejJ(R,,)) grj! L,Y(Tj)df* = T$*, where Tj= rjt L,:(T;) is 
indecomposable. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let w(R) = 3, I,(R) # a, and (IX, d) does not contain an 
upper subposet of the forms G;, G,“. 
(i) rf (I:, d) admits no (nontrivial) posT;;plitting decomposition then 
(I;, d) has no continuous arrow of the form m and is an upper subposet 
of the valued poset 
(ii) . If R has no splitting decomposition then either R is hereditary of 
type G;, Gg or R is nonhereditary of type G;, 6;. 
ProoJ: (i) We proceed in steps like in Proposition 5.2. First we note 
that I,(R) is linearly ordered. Let a be a unique maximal element in I,(R). 
(0”) a is a unique maximal element in I,. Otherwise according to 
Lemma 4.8, I,=a” +a! with J’= @ yields a splitting decomposition of 
(I:, d). 
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(1”) I,(R)=I,. For let b be a minimal element in ) with 
respect o the property b a E I,(R). If we suppose the contrary, lf4,, 
then by # @ and according to Lemma 4.8, I, = by + bn with J’ = QJ 
yields a splitting of R, a contradiction. 
(2’) (d,,, d:.,) = (d,,, d:,) for all CE R. For let j be maximal with 
t to the property (dj,, d;,) # (d,,, d:, n according to Lemma 
R = j V + j ” is a splitting decomposition 
(3”) If i<k and dik=dik=3 then there exists OEH~ sucFE 
i < t -< k. Otherwise there exists j with (d,, l, dJj+ 1) = (3, 3) and actor 
to Lemma 4.8, I, = j ’ + (j+ 1)” is a splitting decomposition and (3”) 
follows. 
Now we note that in view of (O”)-(3”) he rules in Section 3 we 
,=d$32 for i<j<* because ) does not contain up 
;, e;. Moreover the continuous arrows in f 
(X2) form W, whereas the dashed ones are of the form 
follows. 
(ii) In view of (i) we can suppose that ( 
claim that n ~2. If not, we consider the dec 
with J = (n - 2) V, J’ = {n - 1 f , J” = {n > and we shall sh 
a splitting of R. Since max(J) = {n - 2) then in view of Lemma 4.7 
loss of generality we can suppose that n = 3. 
module in mod,,(R,), L = (2,3) such that 
~irn(r=(P~~~ = (2, 3, e) then by Lemma 7.1, 
posable and looking at the Auslander-Reiten quiver (I?,,( 
that Y is either J(P,) or E(P,). In both cases aJ,,(Y) is injective. Then by 
Theorem 4.3, R admits a splitting decomposition, a contradiction. This 
proves that n d 2 and (ii) follows. 
In the case I,(R) = @ we start with two special situations: 
PR~PQSITION 7.3. Suppose that I, = JS J’ + J” is a triangdar decom- 
position with J” = {n - 2} c I 1 (R) and let A = J’ + J”’ 
(a) pf (I;, d) = ((J’+ J”)*, 
rl 
I 
(4d’) 
(*I l- 2~ . ..- n-2---4*, dd’ = 2, n 3 3, 
then the socle of any indecomposable module in nmod,,(d) has length at most 
2 and there are exactiy $(n - l)(n + 4) ~~decompo~~b~es in mod,,(A). 
4X11134/2-13 
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Moreover A is sp-sincere if and only if n = 3, 4. In this case sp-sincere 
A-modules are those listed in Tables II.2 and II.3 of the Appendix. 
(b) The induced decomposition of R is splitting in the following cases: 
(b’) A is qf the type (*) above and dim(r,.+,,,(Pj)) is of one of the 
forms 
v= ()...o i 
“), u=( 
I...1 
“), idn-2, l<h<2 O...O d...d 
i i 
for all j E max( J). 
(b”) (I;,d)=((J’+J”)*,d) is of theform 
, 
1’- 2’- . ..- s’ (d’,d), n 
\ \ \ 
(**I \ \ \ 
l-2 
‘L ‘L I 
(dd’) , dd’=2, n&3, 
-...-n-2-* 
n ! = { l’, 2’, . . . . s’ ) and dim rJs + Jss (Pj) is of the form 
0 . . . . . . . . . . 0 
d...d 1 dhd2, i<n-2, 
i 
for all j E max( J). 
ProoJ: (a) If d= 1, d’ = 2 then according to Remark 6.9 we can sup- 
pose F1 = . . . = F, _ 2 = F 3 F,, = G. Therefore indecomposable modules in 
mod,,(A) are precisely the Y-spaces M,, N,, P,, Q,, in [18, p. 3181 and 
hence we easily conclude (a). 
Suppose d= 2, d’ = 1. First we prove that the number of indecom- 
posables in mod,,(A) is equal to i(n- l)(n+4). For we consider the 
triangular form A = (g :), w h ere G=F,, (I$,d)=(l.,d), and N==P*. 
It is e:is;, to see that the ring R, (6.5) is of the type 1 + 2 --t ... -+ 
n - 1 ___t * and therefore in view of Corollary 5.5 and Theorem 6.6 we 
have 
# mod,,(A)=n-l+$n(n+l)-l=$(n-l)(n+4). 
Now we consider partial Coxeter functors 
SIT 
mod(A) ( 
s,’ mod(B), 
where (Iz,d) is l-2+ . . . -n-2+*- n’ [52, Sect. 11. Hence we 
have in(n + 1) - 1 indecomposable modules S,+ (L,) = i‘L,,, s < n - 2, 0 < 
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Y + s 6 MZ = n - 1, where L, are indecomposable 
from B, listed in [18, p. 3171. Moreover the inde 
pj= L(n-2)V(Pj), j= 1, . . . . n - 2, have the property S; 
at n’. Therefore the modules pj and c, form a compl 
posables in mod,,(A) and from their description we 
(b) Let je max(J). We recall from Lemma 
Y(Pj) E Ty for some indecomposable Tj and gj < 2. 
(b’) and (b”), gj= 1 except the case h = d= 2 whe 
inspection of the form of dim(T,) shows that rJ,, (6”,) is injective. Now 
suppose that Y is indecomposable in mod,,(A) such that Hom,(lF,, Y) P 0 
for some j E max(J). We claim that rJ,, ( Y) is injective. 
First consider the case (b’). If h = d = 2 then kz’ = 1 and 
without loss of generality we can suppose h #d and g 
d= 1, d’=2 we have u=v. Hence rJ,+JJ,( ipl [lS, p. 3183 and 
therefore Y must be of one of the forms in [lS, p. 3181 wi 
rJ,, (Y) injective. If d= 2, d’ = 1 then h = 
or Cl--l,& Since r iR I( pi) is indecomposab 
and therefore we are done if T,= Pi. If 
idn-2,0r Y=C,,ands+t<m-2.Inb cases rJ.’ ( Y) is injective as we 
. Hence in view of Lemma 4.7, (b) follows in the case (b’j. 
Next consider the case (b”). It follows from Corollary 4.10 
A=n:+{l,..., IZ - 2) + (n} induces a splitting decom~ositiQ~ of ( 
and by Lemma 4.6 any indecomposable module Y’ in mod,,(A) 
Yi = 0 (and its support is (*)) or Y’ = Pi+ Pj” E(P,) for s~mc 
i, je 18, - {n}. Now if Y = Y’ has Y, = 0 then rJ,, (Y) is injective by (b’). If 
Y= P,+ Pi then the shape of M’ and Hom,(Tj, Y) #O give that either 
i < n - 2 or j < n - 2 and therefore rj,, ( Y) is injective. Hence actor 
Lemma 4.7, (b) follows and the proof is complete. 
ROPOSUION 7.4. Suppose that w(R) < 3: ( ) does Mot contain 
upperly Fi,, “Fl;i, G ;, G z, I, = J + J’ + 7’ is a t~~a~~~lar decomposition such 
that J” = {u> c I,(R), ((J’ + J”)*, d) is of the form 
CEI,(R), a and b are incomparable to c, J’=(b”-cv)+(c), and 
w(R,)d2, where L=b!-c”. 
(a) 4fB= Rj’+J’, has no splitting decomposition then 
types Fk, F&‘, Fi, FF. 
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(b) Suppose that J=c! cb” is not empty. If w(R=)= 1 and 
T’=a” -co, T” = (c}, then J+ T’ + T” induces a splitting decomposition 
of R. If w(RL) = 2 then J+ J’ + J” induces a splitting decomposition of R. 
ProoJ Note that max(J) = j, u j,, where ji = max(J) n I,(R). Fix 
t E 3, u j2 and an indecomposable module Y in mod,,(B) such that 
Hom,(r,,+,.(P,), Y) #O. Let pt =dim(r,,+,.(P,)). 
If L = @ then B is of type F>, Fz as we required. Under the assumption 
in (b) we conclude from Theorem 3.5 that pt is of one of the forms (“,’ “,‘), 
(“,’ 2), 1 6 h’ <h < 2, if t belongs to 1, or to j,, respectively. Looking at 
Table II.5 in the Appendix and having in mind Lemma 7.1 we easily 
deduce that Y is one of the modules V,, Ss, E(P,) and therefore rJsc( Y) is 
injective. Hence (a) and (b) follow. 
Suppose L # @. If w(RL) = 1 then L is a chain in I,(R) and therefore 
dj, d;, = 1 #d,, db, = 2 for Jo L. Hence according to Lemma 4.8 the 
decomposition L + {c} + bn of (I;, d) is a splitting one and (a) follows. 
Moreover, if Yj = 0 for all j E L then similarly as above we conclude that 
rTf8 ( Y) is injective. If Yj # 0 for some j E L then, in view of Lemma 4.6 and 
Proposition 5.2, Y = P, + Pi E E(P,) for some i E L and therefore rT,, ( Y) is 
injective. Consequently (b) follows. 
Suppose w(R=) = 2. If i = max(L) c I,(R) then according to Lemma 4.8, 
L + {c} + bn is a splitting of (I& d) and (a) follows. 
Now we prove that rJcs (Y) is injective under the assumption in (b). This 
is obvious from the Definition 4.2 in the case Y, # 0 for some 2 E L. Suppose 
that Y,=O for all ZEN. If t ej2 then w(R)< 3 yields t <I for some ZEL. 
Hence rJs + J,s (P,) has a nonzero space at 2 and therefore Y = 0. If t E j, then 
similarly as in the case when L is empty, Y restricted to b A u c* is E(P,) 
and our claim follows. Hence we get (b). 
Next consider the case t d I,(R). Since w(R) = 2 then i = {f} for some 
f~ I,(R). It follows from Theorem 3.5 that dfb = d;b Q 2. First we suppose 
that dfi = 2. Then we conclude from Lemma 4.8 that f” + {c} + bn is a 
splitting of (I& d) and (a) follows. Since w(R) 6 3 then t <f and again 
Theorem 3.5 yields dtb = dib = 2 for t E j,. 
It follows that pt restricted to b * u c A has one of the forms (2 i), (:’ <‘) 
for all t E j, u .& and similarly as in the case L = @ above rJ,, (P,) is injec- 
tive. Next suppose dfi = dh = 1. Since (IX, d) does not contain F&,, Fzj then 
f’vc’ has the form 
b c 
and given t E I,(R) n by we have t < f and d,, = d& = 2 (Theorem 3.5). 
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Assume S” = @. Then (a) follows and under the assumption in (b) we 
have cl,, = d,, = d’, dib = d:, = d for t E j, and d,, = d:, = 2 (Theorem 3.5). 
Hence f has one of the forms 
(’ d d :>, (” 2 2 ;) with lGhG2. 
Then from Lemma 7.1 and Table II.7 in the Appendix it follows that Y is 
one of the modules E,, S$, Sk, E,. Hence rJ,,(Y) is injective and (b) 
follows. 
Assume f” # a. In view of the remarks above, Theorem 3. 
Lemma 4.8, the decomposition f! + {c] +J” is a splitting of (I& 
(a) follows. In order to prove (b) note that if Yj # 0 for some j<f then by 
the splitting of I,, rJJ,( Y) is injective. If Yj = 0 for al1g-K 
in the case f! = @ we conclude that rJ,, ( Y) is injective. 
and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 7.5. Suppose that w(R) = 3, 
does not contain upper critical subposets of type 
admits no (nontrivial) splitting decomposition the 
Fk, F&, or R is nonh 
and only if (IX, d) is 
Proof. Since w(R) = 3 then I,(R) is linearly ordered. Let a be the 
unique maximal element in I,(R). We put d= d,,, d’ 
Now we proceed in steps like in Proposition 5.4 a 
(0’) The element a is maximal in ition 
R=av +(I,-a$)+ae is a splitting is a 
homogeneous chain and Lemma 4.8 applies. 
(1”) d,,=di,<2for all gEI,(R). In view of Le 
equivalent to the equality (d,,, d$,) = (d, d’) for all g E 
contr d let g E I,(R) be maximal with th 
Since sge and (IX-go, d) is a homo chain then act 
to Lemma 4.8 the decomposition I, = gV + 
g, d), a contradiction. 
There is a unique element CEP,(R) which is maximal in 
Suppose the contrary. Then in view of (O’), a is a 
ent in I,. Choose a subposet 
(d.d’) 
al - a2- . ..-----+ amPI - a- 8, dd’=2, 
) with aiEI,(R) such that I, - {a*, . . . . a, = a> = a7 and maximal 
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with respect o this property. Let E = max(ai)! . If C E I,(R) then according 
to Lemma 4.8, I, = (al)! + up with J’ = @ is a splitting decomposition. 
If Z&I,(R) then either C= (c}, CEI,(R) or C= (c,b}, CEI,(R), 
h E I,(R). In the first case we have d,, = d:., = 2 because of our choice of a, 
and the composition rules. Consider I, = cV + J’+ J” with J” = {a}, 
J’=a? -cv. Since w(R, + J,,) < 2 then by Corollary 5.7 the socle assump- 
tion in Corollary 4.10 is satisfied and therefore R admits a splitting decom- 
position contrary to our assumption. Then (2”) follows. 
(3”) Let a and c be as in (2”). Since w(R)<3 then there are 
cl, . . . . c, = c E I,(R) such that 
I,-aV={c,+c,-t ‘*. -+c,=c}. 
Choose b E Iz( R) n a v minimal with respect to the property that 
b V E I,(R) and dba = db, = 1. Hence (IX, d) has the form 
17/-7 b” 
a,-...-a,-,-a 
i (d.d’) c, - . ..- c,-, - c- * 
witha,=b,dd’=2andd,,=d, di,=d’forj=a, ,..., a,. 
(4”) a, _ 1 and c are incomparable. Otherwise in view of Lemma 3.3, 
a,- 1 -15% c and therefore according to Proposition 7.3(b’) the decom- 
position I, = a,“- I + {ci, . . . . c,- i, a} + (c> with J”= (c)yields a splitting 
of R. 
(5”) Zf m 3 2 then (IX, d) is of one of the forms Fk, Fi, l?,, ^FI;. First 
we note that t = 1 because otherwise the assumption that (I;, d) does not 
contain upper subposets “Fij, Fij yields a, _ I < c,- i, contrary to (3”). Next 
we prove that m = 2. For if m > 3 then a, _ 2 < c because otherwise Fij or 
Fr;i is contained in (I;, d). Then according to Lemma 6.12 the decomposi- 
tion I, = u,“- 2 +(~,-~,a>+{ c m } ’ d uces a splitting of R because 
Consequently m = 2 and if by ‘is empty we are done. Suppose by # fzr 
and put J=c!, J”= (a}, J’=(bv-cc)u {c}. It is clear that we are in 
the position of Proposition 7.4. Hence if J= @ we are done. If J# @ and 
T’=aV-cV, T” = (c} then according to Proposition 7.4 the decomposi- 
tions J + J’ + J”, J + T’ + T” induce splitting decompositions of R in the 
case RJsP ia1 is of width 2 and 1, respectively. This finishes the proof 
of (5”). 
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(6”) lf m = 1 then (IX, d) is of one of the types 
sufficient to prove that a” is empty. Assume the 
max(a!)sI,(R) or max(a!)zI,(R) then according 
decomposition I,=aY + (cl, . . . . c,> + {a> is a splitting 
in the second case the assumption w(R) < 3, the choice of a, and (4”) 
assure that max(a!) = {e> and d,, = d:, = 
The case max(a!)= (e,f> with e 
d,, = d:, = 2 then again by Lemma 4.8 
(cl, . ..) ct] + (u) is a splitting one, a contradiction. Then in view of (33’ we 
have d,, = dLn = 1; whereas by Lemma 3.3, dfO = d’, d;, = d. Then ( 
has the form 
Cl 
We claim that t = 1. For if t > 1 then either f< cl or e < cl 
w(R) d 3. First suppose e< cl. Then by the composition rules, d,, = ci, 
dLj= d’ for j= c,, . . . . c,. Now applying Proposition 7.3(b”) to the decomn- 
R=eV+J’+(c} with J’=(c~,.~.,c~-~)v( “-e”) we con- 
clude that R admits a splitting decomposition. N at by the remark 
above dim( rJf + Jss (P,)) has the form u’ required in roposition 7.3(b”) 
Next suppose f< c1 and consider the decomposition 
with J=S” uev, J’= (cl, . . . . cl-l, a }, J” = {c>. Since ( 
contain upperly “Fi,, Fij then e < c and d,, = d, d6, = d’. It 
are in the position of Proposition 7.3(b’) and im(rJ~+J~~(Pj)) has one Qf 
the forms v, u required there. Hence R admits a splitting ~eco~~~~iti~~ 
induced by the above one. This contradiction proves that t = 1. 
Now we note that f < c because e and c are incomparable and 
Hence we are in the position of Proposition 7.4 with b = e, 
J” = {a), J’ = (e” -f V ) u {cl. Let Y be i~decom~osable in m 
, such that Hom,(r,,+,. (Pf), Y) # 0. e claim that rJ,,( Y) is 
y Proposition 7.4(b’) and e splitting procedure in its proof the 
reduced to the case (I$, is of the form 
e c 
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Since d,, = d’, dfc = 1 then 
dim(rJ8+,,,(P,-)) = 
(” 0 d :) 
and therefore by an inspection of Table II.7 in the Appendix we see that 
Y is one of the modules Sq, Se, Sg, Si9, Sl,l, Vi, Vi, Ei, Ed, Si, 8 <jG 13. 
It follows that rJcp ( Y) is injective and therefore J+ J’ + J” induces a 
splitting decomposition of R, contrary to our assumption. This finishes the 
proof of (6”). 
The statements (0”))(6”) together with Lemma 6.12, Theorem 6.13, and 
Proposition 7.3 prove the theorem. 
Remark 7.6. Proofs of Propositions 5.2, 5.6, 7.3, and 7.4 and of 
Theorems 7.2 and 7.5 contain algorithms for splitting rings R with 
w(R) < 3 such that (IX, d) does not contain critical valued subposets. 
Moreover this together with Theorem 4.3 also gives a procedure for 
describing indecomposable modules in mod,,(R). 
Following an idea in [9, 11, 121 we present in [34] a simple construction 
of a preprojective component 9&(R) of (I?,,(R), d) [27] under some 
assumption on R. The quivers (T,,(R), d) = 9&,(R) in the Appendix are 
obtained on this way. 
8. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
First we note that if R is homogeneous then there is a poset I such that 
Rz FZ*, mod,,(R)gZ-sp (Lemma 2.13) and therefore Theorems A and B 
are reformulations of Kleiner’s results [29, 301 (see also Dlab and Ringel 
[18] and Ringel [44]) because there is a dense functor [21; 47; 53, 
Remark 21 
(8.1) H: !93, -+ I-sp, 
where %X1 is the category of matrix I-representations over Fin the sense of 
Nazarova and Rojter [37, 531. H establishes a one to one correspondence 
between exact representations in m, [30] and sp-sincere I-spaces. 
Therefore we restrict our proofs to the case R is not homogeneous. 
Proof of Theorem A. (a)o (c) is p roved in [33]. In order to prove 
(a)*(b) we note that w(R) > 3 if and only if (IX, d) has an upper 
subscheme of one of the forms 
(dd’) ‘.‘*, dd’>4, (e, e’) Y*-, ee’ = 3, 
(4d’) (eve’) -*a, 2 < dd’, ee’ < 3, 
(8.2) O\/ r*\ ’ / (d,d’) * 2 dd’ = 2. 3 0 0 
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Since the functor L, (6.7) preserves indecomposability it is s~f~~ie~t to 
prove that if (I;, d) is either one of the schemes (8.2) or one of the critical 
valued posets in Theorem A then R is sp-representation-inanity. 
If (I:, d) is homogeneous then by Lemma 2.13, mod,,(R) z 
therefore it is of infinite type by [29]. 
If (I;, d) is not homogeneous then R is hereditary. 
is representation-infinite, A case by case inspection 
is cofinite in mod(R) in the sense that all but 
indecomposable modules in mod(R) are in mod,,(R). 
representation-infinite. 
(b)+(a) Since w(R)< 3 then by Propositi 
angular form (2.12) and we can apply results of Se 
We proceed by induction on /I,I. As a base nduction we use 
us rings, hereditary PI-rings of Dynkin type, and rings of types 
;, G;. They are sp-representation-finite by [29; 
of Section 6. Suppose II,1 > 1, R is not a ring, 
of induction and w(R) d 3 as well as (I$, d) does not contain as an upper 
valued subposet the critical valued posets in Theorem A. From the 
in Sections 5 and 7 it follows that R admits a nontrivial splitting 
position and by Theorem 4.3 there is a dense system of functors 
sp-representation-finite. This finishes the proof of (b) = (a 
nonhomogeneous case is isomorphic to one of 
Appendix. Hence (d) easily follows. 
(e) 3 (b) Recall from [ 17, 21] that q is not weakly positive in ( 
is one of the critical valued posets. 
(b) * (e) It follows from the composition rul 
Cartan matrix C(R) has the properties (O’)-(5’) in 
fore there exists a finite dimensional right peak algebra A s 
C(A) = C(R). In view of (b) 3 (a), A is sp-representation-blitz and it 
follows from [SO, Theorem 3.111 that q is weakly 
Since (d) 3 (e) it is obvious then the proof of T 
Proof of Theorem B. (a) Suppose that R is not borno~e~e~~$, 
sp-sincere, and sp-representation-finite. We know from Corollary 4. 
has no splitting decomposition. By the results in Sections 5-7, (It3 
one of the valued forms in Theorem B and any sp-sincere R-m 
isomorphic to one of the modules in Tables I1 in the Appendix. 
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(b) Follows from Proposition 6.2 and [34]. 
(c) The first part of (c) follows from [34]. The second part of (c) 
can be proved as follows. If R is homogeneous then by Lemma 2.13, 
RzFIg and because R is a PI-ring it is a finite dimensional algebra over 
the center of F. Since we know from [34] that T,,(R) = 9$(R) then by 
applying the arguments of Happel [26] we prove that every indecom- 
posable X in mod,,(R) is uniquely determined by dim(X), as we required. 
Suppose that R is not homogeneous. If R is sp-sincere then our assertion 
follows from the statement (a) and Tables II in the Appendix. If R is not 
sp-sincere then by results in Sections 5-7 it has a nontrivial splitting 
decomposition ‘induced by I, = J+ J’ + J”. Now if X, Y are indecom- 
posable in mod,,(R) with dim(X) =dim(Y) then either X and Y are in 
Im L+ Jc or X and Y are in Im T,, + Jrr. Then an easy induction proves that 
Xz Y and we are done. 
Similar arguments are valid for the last part of the statement (c). 
Let us finish this section by showing how Theorem A can be applied to 
schurian vector space PI-categories. 
Let K, be a schurian artinian vector space PI-category defined by 
an additive faithful functor I--): K +mod(F) and suppose that the 
Krull-Schmidt category K has only finitely many pairwise nonisomorphic 
indecomposable objects Ki, . . . . K, (see [SO]). Then F and Fj = End(Kj) are 
division PI-rings and the (Fi - Fj)-bimodules iKj = H(K,, Ki), jK, = Fj ( Kjl F 
are finite dimensional over Fi and over Fj [l 1. We put F* = F. We 
associate to ab, a right peak PI-ring [SO] 
and the value scheme (I(K,), d) = (I$,, d) is called the value scheme of H,. 
Here d, and d$ are the dimension of K(K,, K,) or of F; lKij,* over Fi and 
Fj (or F,), respectively. We have a pair of functors [SO] 
(8.4) %(W,) s V( W,) -% mod,,(R,) 
such that H is full and dense, HS- vanishes on n + 1 indecomposable 
objects, and every nonsimple indecomposable module in mod,,(R,) is in 
Im HS-. By [SO, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.31, 06, is of finite type if and 
only if R, is sp-representation-finite. Then Theorem A yields 
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~~ROLLARV 8.5. An artinian schurian vector space PI-category K, is 01’ 
finite type &f and only if (I( W,), dl) 1s a valued post of width at most three 
and does not contain as an upper valued subpmet critical valued pose@ in 
Theorem A. 
The functor HS- as well as the functors G and H* i [SO, 3.5, 7.13 (see 
also [48]) allows us to reconstruct indecomposable objects in @(rtd,) from 
q-sincere modules in mod,,(R ,). 
APPENDIX 
Tables 1. 
We present here a complete list of indecomposable sp-sincere Z-s 
(over a division ring F) of posets Z of finite type. They correspon 
functor (8.1) to exact matrix representation of Kleiner [3Qj. 
We define d, di, d,, d,:F-+F” by d(l)=e,+ ... +e,, di(l)=e,, 
d,(l)=ei+ej, d,(l)=e,+e,+e,, where e,, ~.., en is the standard basis on 
F”. We will write AB instead of A x B; OB + OBB and BO -+ 
the last and the first coordinate embeddings, and X + X me 
map. Given linear maps f: X + Z, g: Y+ Z we define S v 
f ” g(-% Y) =S(x) +g(v). 
F(1, l)*: --“+--+-; s ;: F-F-F 
d 
F 
(2,2)*: c---+*+-c+-a; 
T 
s:: m-F2 + 
] d 
0 
F 
c 
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^ z 8 
. 
E 8 
I I 5 
0 E 
0 
I I 
> 
0 
> 
G 
> 
. 
3 
2 
II 
ct 
X 
3 
II 
D 
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> 
G 
> 
-2 
X 
d 
II 
Q 
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0 
> 
G 
> 
0 
> 
d 
> 
X 
71 
II 
c? 
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.n 
0 
0 
9-o 
I 
. * Q--i 
co 
I 
I 
. * 
G- 
iz 
% 
8 
I 
481.‘134,%14 
q,
: 
O
O
O
O
FF
 
q,
: 
FO
O
O
O
F 
s:
,: 
FO
O
O
O
F 
- 
FF
O
O
FF
 
- 
FF
FO
O
F 
FF
FO
O
F 
F6
 
- 
FF
FF
O
O
 
F6
 
- 
FF
FF
FO
 
F3
 
F6
 
- 
FF
FF
FO
 
T 4
6 v 4
34
 
v 4
2s
 
F3
 
- - 
O
FF
FO
O
 
O
O
FF
FO
 
O
FF
FF
O
 
O
O
FF
O
O
 
O
O
O
FF
O
 
- O
O
O
FF
O
 - - 
O
O
O
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O
, 
O
O
O
O
FO
, 
O
O
O
O
FO
, 
s;
,: 
FO
O
O
O
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FF
FO
O
F 
--
--
+
 F
6 
- 
FF
FF
FO
 
c-
 
O
FF
FF
O
 
- 
O
O
FF
FO
 
- 
O
O
O
O
FO
, 
T’
 
d4
c5
 v
 d
m
 v
 d
m
 
F3
 
s;
,: 
FO
O
O
O
F 
- 
FF
FO
O
F 
--
--
+
 F
6 
- 
FF
FF
FO
 
+
--
- 
O
FF
FF
O
 
+
--
- 
O
O
FF
FO
 
- 
O
O
O
FF
O
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8 
0 
. . 
Qo” 
CD 
.-z 
X 
& 
X 
i 
II 
tf 
X 
2 
/I 
3 
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Tables II. 
We present here a complete list of valued posets (IX, d) of non- 
homogeneous sp-representation-finite right peak sp-sincere PI-rings R, 
their Auslander-Reiten quiver (T,,(R), d), and a complete list of 40 
sp-sincere socle projective R-modules defined by 20 forms of S1 , . . . . SzO (see 
5.5, 6.10, 6.12, 6.13, and 7.3). The dimension vectors dim(S,) of sp-sincere 
modules are in the square brackets. According to Remark 6.9 we identify 
Fi and Fj if d,= d&= 1. We shall apply the functor L, defined in (6.7). 
1. Type 6; and CL. 
(I;, d): 1 (d,d’)~ *, dd’ = 2. 
S,=E(P,)=(,Mf,~ev), where ev is the evaluation map; 
sz=f’l= (F,, ,M,; cd. 
cw 11 4 
y\ $y\ 
p* Sl (0 1) Cd’ 1) 
2. Type B; and C;. 
(I;, d): 1 - 2 (4d’) ’ *, dd’=2. 
S3=L{l)r{l}(P1)=(F1, Hom,LM,, lM,), lM*, i$j) 
with 2$1=Z12*, *til=cll*, *$*=id (see (6.7)). 
Denote E I = E(P,). 
(1 1 4 
/\ 
(0 1 4 11 2 4 
$/y\ $pP\ 
(0 0 1) (0 d’ 1) (d’ d’ 1) 
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2 
K, a). 
i 
(4 d’) > dd’ = 2. 
l-----+* 
i illlj), where **2=c22*, *$:=i 
where * t1 is the compose 
d’ 
1 
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4. Type Bi and Ci. 
3 
(IX, d): 
(4 d’) , dd’ = 2. 
5 l---42----+* 
Denote U1 = Lp3)(S6), Uz = Li1,3)(S5), Ez=E(f’*). 
( 0 0 
( 1 
/ 
( > 0 1 1 
/A 
1 
d’ 
1 1 > 
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5. Type F& and Fi;. 
3 
(d,d') ! (I&d): l------+2-* ) dd’=2. 
S,,=(Ff’OO, lM:‘O,M*, 1Mz’, lMi’Of’;i$ji) 
with 21c/1=c‘f~z@0, *$l=c;i;*@O, *$~~=c$,Oev, *$3=(diag,n), 
where n: ,M, -+ F is a surjection; 
6% 
3 
L-5 
/ L-z t 
462 
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(I;, d): 1 (e,e’) *, ee’ = 3. 
S15=E(P,)=(,M~, F;ev); 
5x= U% 44,; * I)~) = S; S;(S,,); S;, SF are reflection fmctors [53]. 
S17 = (F;‘, F2; ,*1) = §;S;(P,) (see [18, 
Slzs=P~=(Fl, ~M,;c,,,). 
[S,,] ---@L--a [S,,] 
y \p!P 
p, --2a-, [S 17] ---Es 
(I;, d): l<?, W’),* T , dd’= 2. 
2 4 
Slg = L{l,2,4)(S14) = (Fl 00, 1Mi, HomFLM*, ,Mi), 1 *, 1 ‘, i i$jl 
with 3$1=diag.&, 3 $2= cc13*(~1230 Ul’, *$1 =c112009 
*+I =c12* 00, .+t+b4=diag, *$I~=&, *sj3= 
Denote Ed = E(p,), T = Ti1,2,4j(S14h %! = ali,z,3) 1-i1,2,4j6 
EI;=r{l,2,3}(E4)> x’= L{,,2,4)(x). 
For (r,,(R), d) see Fig. 1. 
8. Type e; and 2;;. 
(I;, d): 1 -+%*, ee’ = 3. 
g42A \e- 
S20= L~l)(S18)= (F,, HomFC2M,, IM,), 1 
with 2$1=C12*, *I/I~=F~~,, *$*=id. 
Denote Zl = L{l~(S17), Z2= Lrl~(S16). 
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